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•rutf Yo >Mn ' «MU  : ‘
WHOLEN0;227.
!liw VM|I H 'v ..7 •' >'
®he putUud 3te.
O ?}, -1 *1 11
4 WEEKLY NEWSPAPEE,
PUBLISHED EVERT SATURDAY AT
soLim cut, - - mm,
OFFICE J VAN LANDEGEND’S BLOCK.
0. J. DOESBUBG, Editor and Publisher.
TZSMS or BUB8CIirTX011:-l2.00pir7urla du&ce.
JOB PRIKTINQ PROMPTLY AND NKATLY DONE.
TERMS OP ADVERTISING:
One square of ten lines, (nonpareil,) 75 cents
for tint insertion, and 25 cents for each subse-
quent insertion for any period under three
months.
8 K. 6 V. 1 T.
1 Square ..... ..... ...... 3 50 5 00 8 00
2 * “ .................. 5 00 8 00 10 003 “ .............. ... 8 00 10 00 17 00
4 Column .................. 10 CO 17 00 25 00
X “ ...............17 00 25 00 40 001 “ ................. 25 CJ 40 00 65 00
Yearly advertisers have the privilege of three
changes.
Business Cards in City Directory, not over three
lines, $2.00 per annum.
Notices of Births, Marriages, and Deaths pub-
lished without charge.
An Z before the Subscriber's name will denote
the expiration of the Subscription. Two Z Z sig-
nify that no paper will be continued after date.
All advertising iiills collectable quarterly
Rail fM.
Chicago k Michigan Lake Shore E. E.





Grand Rapids. 5.25 a. m. f 10.05 a. m.“ “ 10.35““ 12.10p.m.“ “ 3.30 p. m. • 6.35 “ ““ “ 8.35 “ “ * 9.15 p. m.
Muskegon, Pcntwater
& Big Rapids. 5.30 a. m. f 10.20 a. m.“ “ f 4.20 p. m. 10.25 “ ““ “ 6.40““ *8.30““
New Buflalo &
Chicago. fl0.40a. m. 5.20 a.m.“ “ • 12.25 p.m. 3.25 p.m.“ “ *9.35““ f 4.10 “ “
• Dally except*8aturday
t Mixed trains.
All other trains daily except Sundays.
All trains on this road, will be run by Chicago
time, which is 20 minutes later than Columbus
time.
Lake Shore and Michigan Southern B. E.
Taken Effect, Sunday, Nov. 21, 1875.
FROM GR’ND RAPIDS TO GR’ND RAPIDS.
ExpresB. Mail. STATIONS. Express. Mall.
P. M. A. M. A. X. F. W.
4 15 7 30 Grand Raplde. 10 10 .7 10
4 82 744 Grandville. 9 55 6 55
5 45 8 26 Allegan. 8 45 5 45
6 11 9 41 Otaego. •8 10 5 18
6 19 B 19 Plalnwell. 8 07 * 5 10
6 35 9 85 Cooper. 7 35 4 45
6 50 9 50 Kalamazoo. 7 35 4 40
P.M. A. X. A.M. P.M.
8 30 11 30 White Pigeon. 5 50 8 05
A.M. P.M. P.M. A.M.
6.00 6 30 Chicago. 10 40 |3 50
A M. P.M. P.M. A.M.
2 40 5 00 Toledo. 11 55 8 30
A. M. P. M. P.M. A.M
7 05 9 30 Cleveland. 7 40 8 40
P. M A.M. P.M. P.M.
1 15 4 05 Buffalo. 12 10 7 55
Mioh. Lake Shore Bail Road.

















7 45 11 45 Ferrysburg 2 30 8 50
7 41) 11 40 Grand Haven 2 40 9 00
6 50 11 11 Std 3 13 9 505 45 10 85 3 n 11 15
5 17 10 15 Fillmore 4 12 11 *5
4 00 9 25 Allegan 5 0 1 15
giusittcjtf gitcdortj.
Attomyi.
U^NotSy Publf - lU,t,muwent, Attorney fln,,
\f cBRIDE, G. W., Attorney at Law and Solid-
ifl tor in Chancery; offlco with 11. D. How-
ard, cor. Eighth and River streets.
/ \RT, F. J. Connselaor at Law and Solidtor at
Chancery. OlBce, in Dr. Powers building.
West of River Street.
rpEN EYCK^J., Attoraej at,l,a^ “d Collecting
River street. * ’ ^ ^°?r’
ITISSCHER A., Attorney at Law, Notary Pub-
Y lie and Conveyancer. Kenyon'a building.
Comer of Eighth and River street.
Batorlii.
IJINNEKANT, J., Proprietress of the Plonee;
--> Bakery; baking done to order: 8th street.
pEHSINK.G. J. A Proprietror ofClty Bake7
L Confectionary and cigars: Refreshments Ii
this line served on call: Eighth street.
Baikiai aal Izofca&ft.
|^BN^Y(^N^NAT1IAN, Banking and Collecting,
River sueets.00^ C0T’ ....
Books aad Btatleisry.
Drugs Ml kiilol&ti.
nOESBURG.J.O., Dealer in Drags and Medi-U cines, Paints and Oils, Brushes, Ac. Phy-
sician's prescriptions earetolly pat up; Eighth st.
TaR. BCHOUTEN A MEKNGS' Drug Store.
±J Fine Drugs, Medicines, Fancy Goods, Toilet
Articles and Perfumeriea. Eighth street.
VAl»wo1i;Diet»o?^





nERTSCH, D. General dealer In Dry
J) Goods, Yankee Notions, Hats, Caps, etc.:
cor. Eighth and River streets.
DrsiuuUag.
T AUDER Misses., Fashionable Dressmakers.
XJ Rooms opposite the Post Office. Elghfh streel.
ruralturs.
\f EYER H., ACO., Dealers In all kinds of Fnr-
iVl nltnre, Curtains, Wall Paper, Toys, Coffins,
Picture Frames, etc.; River street.
T>EIDSEMAJ.M., A SON, General Dealers In
It Furaltnre A Coffins; Eighth street. See ad-
vertisement.
Qrooeriei.
T^LIETSTRA, A., Groceries and Supplies; a
i? ready market for country produce; a choice
stock always on hand ; cor. Eighth and Market st.
HHE VAARWERK, O. J., Family Supply Store;
A a choice stock of groceries always on hand.
Blacksmith shop in rear of Store; Eighth street.
Otuiral Dealer*.
fNUURSEMA J. A CO., Dealers In Dry Goods.
JL/ Groceries, Crockery, Glassware, Hats, Caps,
Clothing and Feed; River street.
'T'K ROLLER, D., Retail Dealer in Drj' Goods,
A Groceries, etc. ; Notary Public and convey-
ancer; office and store, cor. 9tb and Market street.
TfAN PUTTEN G. A CO„ General Dealers. In
V Dry Goods, Groceries, Crockery, Hats and
Caps, Fbnr, Provisions, etc. : River st.
YTTERKMAN A SONS. General Dealers in Dry
VY Goods, Groceries, Hata and Caps, etc.;
Grain, Flour and Feed made a speciality; River st.
WELTON A AKELY. General Dealers in Dry
T Y Goods, Groceries, Crockery, Flour and Feed,
Provisions, etc. River street.
flour and feel.
O LOOTER A HIGGINS, Dealers In Flour and
O Feed, Grains and Hay, Mill-stuff, Ac., Ac. in
Slooter's Brick Building.— See Advertisement.
Eardvars.
TTAVERKATK, G, J. First Ward Hardware
11 Store; sell cheaper than any other; 8th
atreet.
TTAN DER VEEN, E., Dealer in General Hard-
Y ware ; cor. Eighth and River street.
TTAN LANDEGEND A MELI8, Dealers in
Y Hard-ware, Tin-ware and Farming Imple-
ments; Eighth street.
Boteli.
\ ETNA HOUSE. P. Zalsman, Proprietor
First-class accommodation. Free Buss to auu
from the Trains. Eighth street
/~1ITY HOTEL. J. W. Minderhout, Proprietor.
Bnilt in 1878 ; Furnished In elegant style, and
a first-class hotel throughont.
TJHOBNIX HOTEL. J. McVjcar Proprietor;
i opposite thoC. A M. L. 8. R. R. Depot; good
accommodation; building and furniture new.
LinryudSali Sutler
"DOONE A ALBERTI. Livery and Sale Stable.
A> Office and barn on Market street Everything
first-class.
VTIBBELINK, J. H., Livery and Sale Stable;
IN- Office of Dally Stage Line to Saugatuck, 9th
street, near Market.
Wagcamakei aad B'.a:!:'mithi.
TNIJKEMA A BRO., Wagon and Blacksmith
LA Shop. Horse-shoeing and all kinds of repair-
ing done. River Street.
T^LIEMAN. J., Wagon an(i Blacksmith Shop;
A Horsd Shoeing and pH kinds of repairing
pone. Cash paid for Furs.
Xsrehaat Tailor*
pOSMAN.J.W.. Mcrchunt Tailor, and Dealer
IJ In ready made clothing and Gents' Furnish-
ing Goods.
YTORST, W., Merchant Tailor. Cloth pnrehas-
Y ed elsewhere, will be cut to order. Iteoalrlng
promptly attended to. River street
Kiat Market*.
PUTKAITW., New Meat Market, near corner
AJ Eighth and Fish Street A!! kinds of sau-
sages constantly on hand.
LEYS, P.. First Ward Meat Market; he*, of
^ Meats always on hand. Eighth street
XTUITE, J- Dea’erlnall kinds of meats and
IV vegetables; Meat Market on 8th street.
TTAN DER HAAR, H., Dealer In Fresh, Salt,V and Smoked Meats and VegeUbles: paper
and twine; 8th street.
MMutotorlii, Mill*, Shop*, Ztc.
TYKMING, W. H., Mannfactnrer of Plows. ByU Improved machinery is enabled to sell the
regular Kalemaaoo, Plow and warrant them, at
lower prices than any surrounding town. Plow
points ground u) o'der. 10th street west of River st
LfEALD, R.K., Manufacturer of and Dealer in
LA Agricultural Implements: commission ;:gcnt
for Mowing Machines ; cor. 10th A River street.
gROEK L, Surgeon and Physldmi. Office over
can be found daring tha day and night ..
PAUKL8, VAN PUTTEN A CO., Proprietors
I of Plugger Mills: (Steam Saw and Flour
Mills.) near foot of8th street. I
ANTEUS. L. T. Dealer in Books, Station- .
curp^sTo^kKr,,:?.11 To?’' "pt‘°,l,e
>ooti aifi ihMi. T_
pLFERDINK W. A H. General dealers
RLer itreet1' *** 8h<>CI; rePaIrlll^ueatly done;
•
Motarv Publics
T iBDEBOER, B, Physician and Surgeon: Office
JU corner Eleventh and River street opposite
ptblic square. , . „ i
V$ ORRIS. 8. L, Physician and Surgeon. Office,
Ivl over E. HaaoLD’a Boot and Shoe Store,
Eighth street.
ladiloro.
\7\AUPKLL, H., Manufacturer of and dealer in
Y Harness, Trunks, Saddles and Whips;
Eighth street. _
StTiaf MaeUan.
TT" ANTER8, A. M. Agent for Ottawa and Alic-
ia gan Counties, for the “Howe Sewing Ma-
chine." Dealers In needles and atUchments.
YTEKBEEK, H. W.. A CO., Proprietors of the
Y Phoenix Planing Mill. All kinds of build-
Ing material famished at Grand Rapids prices.
AJinMiP .!*• H., Manufacturer of Farm Pumps.
YY All kinds of wood taming and tawing on
hand and done to order. River street.
Distlit.
Van Raalte.
I)08T, HKMRY D., Real Estate and Insa ranee
L Agent NoUrt Pebik aad CoovejaaoerjCol-
lections made In Holland and vtdnttjr.
YA7AL8H, H., Notary Pnbllc. Cohvevnnccr.
YY and Insurance Agent. Office, Drug
Store, tub street . ,
fhytieUu.
Biavti, Wood, Bark, lie.
IT" ANTER8. R., Dealer In Sltyee, Wood and
LV Bark; office at his resldence.^Ighth street.
Tobacco and Clgirs.
'T'E ROLLER, G. J., General ddalcr lr Tobac
L Cigars, Bnufl, Pipes, etc. ; Eighth street.
Watckn aad Jsvilry.
TOSLIN A BREYM AN, Watchmakers. Jewelers,




Apples, ^ bushel .............. @ CO
Beans, W bnshul ................. . 1 50 ̂  3 00
Butter, ̂  Tb ................... .r. ̂  ic
Clover seed, ̂  bushel ........... q, ^ 8 50
Eggs, ̂  doxen ................... ft, M
Honey, N ® ....................... 18 ft 85
Hay, v ton ..................... ft is oo
Onions. bnshcl ................ ft 40
Potatoes, $ bushel ............... ft 80
Timothy Seed, ^ ft 4 00
Wood, Staves, Etc,
Cordwood, maple, dry ...................... $ 3 00“ “ green ...................“ beach, dry .......... . ........ 2 00“ *• green ..................
Hemlock Bark ................. r .. .. 4U0(!b 450
Staves, pork, white oak, ........ w.. .  ft\0 00
Staves, Tierce, “ ......... 12 00
Heading bolts, soft wood ........... 3 00® 8 50
Heading noils, hardwood ................... 4 50
Stave bolts, softwood ....................... t 50
Stave bolts, hardwood ..................... 4 00
Railroad tics,, .................... ; .......... II
;3rain, Feed, Etc.
[Corrected by the "Hugger Hills.) ‘
Wheat, white ^ oushel ... ........ ©$120
Corn, shelled W bushel ............. 65
Oats, V bushel ............ ......... 83 @ 40
Buckwheat, $ bushel ............. 75
Bran, N ton ....................... ft 16 00
Feed. N ton ...................... 26 00
“ fllOOlh ................ ] 40
Barley, fJ 100 lb ................... 2 00
Middling. $1 100 1> ................. 1 88
Flour, V 100 lb ...................... 3 3J
Pearl Barley, ̂  100 lb .............. 600© 700
special llotiffs.
Feathers! Feathers!
Prime Live Geese Featheni at
H. MEYER & CO.
I. 0- of 0. F.
Holland City Lodge, No. 192, Independent Order
of Odd Fellows, holds Its regular meetings at Odd
Fellows’ Hall. Holland Mich., on Tuesday Evening
of each week.
Visiting brothers are cordially Invited.
M. Hareinton, N. G.
J. A. Roost. R. 8.
Whoever likes to see a first-class cleno
bakery with a good fresh stock of goods?
Go to Pcssink’s.
To ConiumptivM.
The advertiser, having been permanent-
ly cured of that dread disease, Consumpt-
ion, by a simple remedy, is anxious to make
known to his fellow sufferers the means of
cure. To all who desire It, he will send a
copy of the prescription used, (free of
charge), with the directions for preparing
and using the same, which they will find
a sure Cure for Consumption, Asthma,
Bronchitis, &c. Parties wbishingthe pre-
scription will please address
Rev. E. A. WILSON,
94 Penn 8t., Williamsburgh, N. Y.
For Sale by Reber Walsh, Holland,
Michigan.
Errors of Youth.
A gentleman who suffered for years
from Nervous Debility, Premature Decay,
and all tha effects of youthful indiscretion
will, for the sake of suffering humanity,
send free to all who need it, the recipe and
direction far making the simple remedy
by which he was cured. Sufferers wish-
ing to profit by the advertiser's experience
can do so by addressing in perfect confi-
dence.
JOHN B. OGDEN,
42 Cedar st., New York,
A NNIS. T. E.. Phvviclan ; reaidence, oppoaiteA 8. W. cor. Public Square. •
Choice Cigars and Tobacco at the CityBakery. _ ____ :
CARPETS! CARPETS!!
A good variety of handsome Carpets at
H.MfcYER&CO.
F. * A. X.
A Rkc.ola** Commnnlcailon of Usmr Lodoi,
No. 1*1. F. A A. M.. will be held at Maaonlc Hall,
Holland. Mich., on Wedneaday evening, July
5, at 74 o’clock, _ . „
Geo. Laudek, W. M.
J. O. Dombuiiu, Sec'y.
Children’s Carriages.
Excelled by none In quality, finish or pricat H. MEYER & CO.
' Centennial.
fixui -u*' * 1 alw.i •
American Historical Evinti.
June 24, 1862, Commencement of Seven
l( .t;. , Days’ fight.! .
“ 25, 1864, Battle of oLa Fayette, Tenn.
“ 26, 1864, Battle at Kencsaw Moun-
tain, Ga.
• * 27, 1868, Meade commands A nny of
•  Potoriiw?. *
“ 28, 1836, James Madison died.
V 29, 1852, Clay, of Kentucky,
“ 80, 1815, Treaty with Algiers signed.
A National Prison Reform Oongrou,
We offer no apology for devoting so
much space to the proceedings of the
Prison Reform Congress which has Just
closed its labors in New York city. While
energetic little Sweden, with a population
about as large as the State of Now York,
under the personal leadership of King
Oscar, has made strides iu the direction of
Prison Reform, and while for off, isolated
Australia— Itself first a penal colony— has
the best prison in the world, America hr*
remained in the background, and with her
Sing Sing, Auburn, Clinton, Jefferson, ana
Nashville prisons, probably possesses the
worst managed institutions of the kind in
the world. How long shall this state of
things continue? How Ichg shall flity
thousand prisoners— and the number is
constantly growing— be thrown together,
the young criminals finding the prisons
the most efficient schoplp for crime; while
the hardened offenders come out, when
they do come oat, more hardened then
ever? When we shall learn that the prop-
er classification of prisoners can only be
effected by a proper classification and gra
dution of buildings, keeping the different
classes separate, we may have reform in
this direction, but not til) then. WbPe
wo have no space to consider at length the
various questions discussed, we may re-
mark that it is scarcely a matter of sur
prise that some of the best suggestions
made to Congress should come from quick-
witted woman. For example, Miss Cofiin
made a strong point in tracing the connec-
tion between crime and too-prevailing idea
that labor Is degrading to woman. She
would have wotaah taughnb acquire bab-
its of industry, aud learn some trade, as no
efficient means of keeping her from temp-
tation, and consequently out of prison.
Miss Gilbert, too, very pertinently, brought
to the attention of the Congress the fact
that prisoners are seldom taught a trade,
but if paiuting a wagon, they learn only to
“stripe,” or on shoes to put on a heel, as
the case may be. Consequently when
prisoners are discharged they are as poor-
ly qualified as ever for earning an honest
livelihood. In the matter of capital pun-
ishment, it is to be regretted that the sub-
ject was not treated at greater breadth.
When a speaker at the Congress alluded
to those who opposed capital punishment
as desiring to “let murderers go unpunish-
ed,” he made a mistake. Those opposed
to capital punishment do not propose to
let the murderer go unpunished— as he
surely must know— but rather to punish
him more severely than under our capital
punishment laws men of bis class often
are punished. The old argument, MWhoso
sheddeth man’s blood by roan shall his
blood be shed,” is simply no argument at
all. It is one, and the only one, of the
thirty-one death penalties, prescribed by
the Mosaic law, which is incorporated- in
our criminal law, the remaining thirty
having been abolished. If we are to jus-
tify hanging, it is not by reference to Mo-
saic law— which requires the killing of a
man for cursing his father or his mother-
hut becaust the Interests of society require
it. Whether those interests do require it,
we may consider at some future time.
We may add, in conclusion, that the
Congress, as we read Its proceedings, is
not held in the interests of any maudlin
sentiment for the prisoner. He is an of-
fender, and he must and shonld meet the
consequences of his crime. And we quite
agree with the Congress in its declared op-
position to short sentences. With due al-
lowance for the first offence we believe the
sentences should be severe, covering long
terms, and that when a prisoner gels in-
side prison walls, unless bis innocence
becomes established U th' Ji »tay ib re.
Of course this does not militate against a
proper, judicious system of commutation,
wbicb has been found to work admirably
whatever adopted.— CA*/»tfa»ial Work*
Apple trees bare special merits as shade
trees. They make a close broad spreading
top comparatively near the ground, and
would better shade the waikthe^ might
be made to adorn than the taller forest
trees now in use.
TttS JOSBIMIFPI JETTIES.> — —
Under this head wa inland to trace the
the ’progress of this remarkable piece of
engineering, made all the more interesting
because the chief engineer of the Unih d
States did nol want toaksume the responsi-
bility of the undertaking. 'Hie' New Or-
leans Timet of the iSih says:
On Thursday morning last a small pat iy
composed of Bradlaji Johnson, H. M.
Payne, Richard Mlliken, T. J. Dugrn,
Judged. H. Kennnrd, Capt James B. Eads
and a reprasentatlve of the An-* left the
city to visit the Jetties. No one of the
party, excepting Capt, Eads, had ever seen
the great work. < -
No one except by personal inspection
can gain any clear and comprehersivo
idea of the jetties and of what has been
accomplished by them. One must kn^y
what the condition of the Pass was before
work was begun, and then sec Ihe swift,
deep current of water now rushing out to
the Gulf, before the change which has been
wrought can be fully realized. The con-
dition of affairs was something like this;
There was a narrow Pass 10 miles in
length, and from 25 to 50 fee; in depth,
reaching from the head of the Passe'’ to u
point a few hundred, feet belqw what is
known as Port Eads. At Util -point the
banks of the Pas' ceased, and the water
spread out over a wide space, and found
its way to the Gulf in - no clearly-deflnod
channel. The force of the current was,
of course, lost, and, aa a consequence, the
sediment brought down by the wahr was
deposited over all this wide space.
From the point where the banks of the
Pass ceased to the Gulf was about two and
a half miles. From the point where the
banks of the Pass ceased to within 8,6CU
feet of the Gulf, the water gradually
shoaled up from 25 feet to 8 feet rod
throughout the 8,000 feet the depth of
water varied from 0 to 8 feet.
The task to bo accomplished, then, wns
to restore what may be called a hill, the
base line of which, 22 feet below the sur-
face, measured from the end of the b^nks
of the Pass to tbe Gulf nearly miles,
and the top line of which, in the same di-
rection 8 feet below the surface, measured
8,000 feet.
In other words, a lump of earUi two
miles and a half long at the bottom, 8,6C0
feet long on top, and fourteen r?*t tl’c’ ,
was to be removed.
By means of the jetUea, nearly all of
tbis vast mass of earth has been melP d
away, with tbb exception of a small mound
at the sea end of the Jetties, which, at the
same depth of twenty.two feet, has a base
of six hundred feet, and which aero'* the
top, at the depth of seventeen and a half
feet, has a breadth of 200 feet. There is
now throughout the whole length of the
jetties a clear channel of over 20 feet, with
the exception of the lump or mound above-
mentioned, aud of the width of 20 fret,
with the exception of two or three phtcjs,
in all, about 400 feet In length, where the
width does not quite reach 200 feel.
On Friday morning tbe whole p.riy
went out in a small steam yacht and
sounded the entire length of the ohanncl
between the Jetties, beginning in tbe deep
water in the Gulf. The mandings were
made as rapidly as the lead could be
thrown, the boat going at the rate of About
6 miles au hour. The soundings were
made at abb tide. Tbe least depth show n
was \m feet, and this depth wn* found at
only one throw of the lead, and that on
the lamp or mound already mention' d at
the sea end of the Jetties. The gr.i st
depth found was 87^ feet. The ma|ori y
of the soundings showed a depth of 23, 25,
and 30 feet.
Tuk Dutch Church is the richest in New
York city next to Trinity. It ret Jus its
old name (Collegiate Reformed Dutch
Church), while the denomination ha*
dropped that national term and is known
as “the Reformed.” . This is done In ordrr
to retain legal hold of their imnienbe es-
tates. They pay 17,5m salary to their
preachers. This church owns (he land on
which stands the new building of the
Keening Pod, which Is about ̂ OxlCO feet.
Tbe ground rent paid by the proprietors
of that Journal is $80,000 a year. To ahow
the value of land in this favored spot I
will add the following fact. In order to
obtain the complete corner of Broadway
and Fulton atreet It waa neoeiasry to buy
the corner atrip, 0x100 feet. For lb’s atrip
the church paid $100,0 JO, being $10,GCO
per running foot facing Broadway.
A gextuemak in Danbury, Conn., has
bad perseverance enough to take the tem-
perance pledge eighty-three times and





Tire Connecticut Legirialnre hia paased a
law reducing tha legal rate of Interest froa
seven to six per cent
IbaAttad Sohenectady Mlroad depot,
can and several canal boats, was burned last
week* Loss wboot f4O0,O0O....A New York
dispatch saja the Jateet defalcation in thepatch rs  latest Uon 
Methodist Book Ocioem affords tome aston-
ishing revelations. Henry rJchroder, the al-
leged defaulting clerk, is in Ludlow street jail,
being unable to get bail. It is thought that
the deficit will not amount to over 125,000, al-
though there ia a possibility of its being double
thatsum. • , (!j
Tm Chicago JVihune of Friday says: “It
will be gratifying news to her friends, and to
the public generally, that yeaterday Mrs.
Abraham linoon was adjudged sane by a jury
in the County court, and her property restored
to her own control The whole proceedings
were of an amicable character, " | t ,
The terrible story of a Sioux raid upon
r&nohee on the Platte river, in Colorado, is
confirmed. The savages appear to have been
a marauding party in quest of cattle to supply
the warriors assembled to fight Crook. Fiflteen
herders were killed and their cattle driven off.
Chicago elevators, ae per official returns,
contain 1,299,371 bnshelaof wheat; 1,428,138
bushels of corn ; 315,057 bushels of oats ; 53,-
223 hpabels of rye; and 319,688 bushels of
barley, making a grand total of 8,415.477
bushels, against 5,780,263 bushels at this period
last year.... A San Franoiseo dispatch an-
nounces the destruction by fire of the Bay City
Sugar Befinery. Total loss, 1350,000.
SOUTH.
Chbistiah Klotz, aged seventeen, last
week killed Almira Street, also seventeen,
daughter of his employer, r Balding near Cler-
mont Mills, Md. Confessing his crime, he
was taken to a neighboring tree and haded np,
but, being out down, asked for a gun to shoot
himself. It waa suggested that he might as
well bane himself, when he immediately
climbed the tree, placed a rope around his
neck, bade the company good-bye, and drooped.
washuotoh.
Belknap’s counsel hare presented t« the im-
peachment managers a list of 197 witnesses
whom they desire to have summoned to- the
defense. The list includes all the post-traders,
by whom it if expected to prove that they did
not divide with him. Under the rule adopted
by the Senate, Belknap will have authority to
file a supplemental list Most of the witnesses
live in the far West The feee and mileage of
witnesses alone *ou!d probably be 150,000.
The health of Speaker Kerr Is gradually im-
proving .... The counsel for Belknap have now
alighted upon a soheme to which they cling
with much satisfaction. The point is made
that the plea of absence of jurisdiction recently
considered waa a complete defense in itself—
that is, it It had been sustained, it would have
acquitted Bel knap- therefore, nothing bnt a
two-thirds vote (as is required in vital ques-
tions) could or can empower the Senate to es-
tablish that Jurisdiction which would compel
the thieving ex-Secretary to commence a more
pertinent proof of his “ innocence."
Secretabt Bbistow retired from the Treas-
ury Department on the 20th inst. Being ques-
tioned by a newspaper correspondent touching
the reasons governing this step, the late Sec-
retary replied that it did not now ooncem the
public, as he was no longer a public man. He
added that if any one was heard inquiring as to
his reasons thsy might be Informed thatit was
because he wanted to. He had nothing more
to give. He said the newspapers would not
tell the truth1 about it snyway. Being in-
formed that should he give a statement
of facts in relation thereto it would be pub-
lished lust as gifen. he said: “Not so. It
be perverted.” He added again : “ I
was voted down by a vevv large majority ; and,
as the House cannot adjourn withont the con-
sent of the Senate, both branches of Congress
will be held at the National Capital until the
tedious trial i« brought to an end.






ig nominations to the Sen-
Iowa, Commissioner
ioe; W. L. Wilson, of
ral of Minnesota.
QBVMKAL.
St. Johns, Canada, was visited last week by
a most disastrous conflagration. A territory
six hundred feet wide and a mile in . length, ,
embracing the entire baattiWpbrti&>of tfaS
•own, was burned. Ueven hotels, nine
churches, the Custom-House. Court-House,
Postoffice, United States Oouulata. two banks,
docks, vessels in the river, a portion of the
bridge over the RkMenlttm, the HI Johns
woolen mills, a stone china ware room, and 250
stores and houses are reduced to ashes. The
loss is estimated it'll, 500, 000.
. rounoji*
The Arkansas Democrats have nominated
William R, Miller, present State Auditor, for
Governor. . . .Kx. Gov. Z. B. Yanoe has been
selected by the Democrats of North Carolina as
their osndidate fur Governor..!/. The Missis-
sippi delegates to the St. Lous Convention are
instructed to vote as a unit and against the
two-thirds rule. A majority of the delegates
sye for TUden. t
,1 The committee appointed by the Cincinnati
Convention to notify Gov. Hayes of his nom-
ination t for President visited Columbus the
day after the adjournment of the convention,
and proceeded to the Executive Chamber,
where they were received by Gov. Hayes.
Edward McPherson, of Pennsylvania,* in
a brief speech, formally notified Gov. Hayes
of his nomination. The latter replied
as follows: “Sib— I have only to nay, in re
sponso to your information, that I accept the
nomination. Perhape, at the present tun
would be improper for me to say more i
e. it
--- than
this, although even now I should be glad to
give some expreesion to the profound sense of
gratitude I feel for the confidence reposed in
me by yourselves and those for whom you act.
At a future time I shall take occasion to pre-
sent my acceptance in writing, with my views
on the platform." The delegatee were then
personally introduced to their nominee, and
spent considerable time with him, informally
conversing on various subjects.
The New Hampshire Legislature has elected
E. H. Rollins (Rep.) United States Senator in
the place of Mr. Crag in.
rOKEIGNt
It has been resolved by the insurgent chiefs
itx Herzegovina to reject the armistice demand-
ed in their behalf from Turkey by the Northern
powers. . . .The report of the death of the moth-
er and son of the late Sultan is officially denied.
Winslow, the Boston forger, was released
from custody by the British authorities on the
15th inst. The Court of the Queen's Beech,
ooucuiring with the opinion of the Foreign
Office, ordered bis release. And thus the Eng-
lish- American extradition treaty for tho surren-
would
signed long since, but for the past five mouths
t — u — ‘ gQ witf— * - ....... *
attached
I could not ao so without a ‘political signifl
to it that it did notcance being
warrant.”
A Washington dispatch states that the
Grand Jury have indicted Richard Harrington
and Arthur B. Williams for bribery. The first
is charged with having, on the 12th of October,
1873, while ah Assiatant United States Attorney,
received 115,000 to have his decision and ac-
tion influenced ia the matter of a motion for a
new trial by Hope and Blatter, who were con-
victed of murder. 1 Wlfliama la charged with
giving the money to Haniaon as a bribe.
Evipknce lias besn taken before the House
Judiciary Committee Id the matter of the cable
dispatch from Josiah Caldwell, to the effect
that the dispatch waa sent at the dictation of
Mr. Blaine's friends, having been first prepared
in this country, telegraphed to London, and
again telegraphed back to Mr. Blaine. Col.
Tom Scott and one A. P. BobiMon, a railroad
man, are said to be the parties who
prepared and sent the dispatch. They will be
called upon by the committee to explain their
conduct It ia bat last to Mr. Blaine to state,
in this connection, that he has received a letter
by mail from Caldwell, in which the writer
states that he never, directly or indireetly,
gave Mr. B. any Fort Smith and Little Rock
railroad bonds, and declaring his readiness to
forward a sworn statement to this effect, if
desired by the committee.
Blutord Wi^eoN, Solicitor of the Treasury
Department, has tendered his resignation....
The correspondence between Mr. Bristow and
the President, on the occasion of the former’s
resigning the Treaeoiy portfolio, is quite brief,
and contains the usual formal expressions in
communications of this character. Mr. Bris-
tow thanks the Preeident for the honor of the1
appointment he hid oonfeired upon him, and
der of fugitive criminals, fails to tbb ground.
....A cable dispatch announces the death of
Petermami, the celebrated German orientalist
... .The French Minister of Public Instruction
lias declared it to be the policy of the Govem-
educatiimentto make primary cat on compulsory.
The establishment of fonr great popular uni-
vereitios is also contemplated, the locations se-
lected being Paris, Lyons, Bordeaux and Nancy.
.... A dispatch from Berlin affirms that all dan-
ger of a European war ia over for this sum-
mer. Furloughs are being freely granted.
While the Turkish minus tera were in coun-
cil at Constantinople, a few evenings ago, a
dismissed officer suddenly appeared among
them, armed with a revolver, and murdered the
Ministers of War and Foreign Affairs, and seri-
ously wounded another member of the Cabinet
It seems most likely that this wholesale butch-
ery must have been the result of a reactionary
plot designed to overwhelm the authors of the
recent revolntion. Tho murderer waa captured,
however, and his confederates, if he had any,
made no attempt either to rescue him or to take
advantage of his exploit ..... A carpet manu-
factory was burned at Ayr, England, last week,
and twenty-four female operatives perished in
the flames.
announces his desire to retire from efficial life
i lirt pnnto affairs. Theand give attention to _ , ______ _ _ _
President accepta the resignation, with sxpres-
ons of a hope that in his retirement from pub-
lic office the Secretary will find that rest which
he could not have in his present poeitton, and
desiring that the personal relations between
thorn shall remain in their present pleasant at*
The action of tha Senate b the impeachment
case of Gen. Belknap indicates pretty dearly






except in the presence of the fto
proposition to postpone the trial uni faU
Baer, the overseer of the woolen works at
Ayr, England, where tho twenty-four women
lost their lives, and who was himself burned to
death, locked the door of the room in which the
women were, thinking that tho alarm of fire
was false. A girl who jumped from a window
states that she first endeavored to escape bv the
door, but a man pushed her back.... A ’Con-
stantinople dispatch states that Hassan, the
assassin of the Turkish officials, waa hanged
three days after the perpetration of the bloody
deed.... A Loudon Times dispatch from Cal-
cutta reporta an alarming outbreak of cholera
in Gulwada, a village on the Bombav and Bar-
oda railway. Of 200 inhabitante, 100 died in
three days.
Two disastrous conflagrations aro reported
in Russia— one in Sloacow, where fifty houses
were destroyed, aud the other in Caucasus,
where three-quarters of the city was consumed.
; . ..Paris dispatches received in London report
the Czar as expressing a confident hope that be
will spend more tranqnil days hereafter than
those he has Just passed atEms. The remark is
interpreted to mean that all projects for active
intervention in Turkish iffaiiG ere abandoned
for the present. . . . Brent, the Louisville forger,
has been released by the British authorities.
., The London papers sharply criticise the
policy of the British Government in releasing
the Louisville forger, Brent..., A Cairo dis-
patch says that accounts of alleged defeats
of the Egyptians by the Ahjssinians are
officially contradicted. The War terminated on
the 9th of March last, and no fighting has oc
curred since.
FORTY-FOURTH CONGRESS.
Wednesday, June 14.— Senate.— Not in ses-
sion. i..' V . '. .v la
House.— Not one sect in ten was occupied. The
House promptly went Into committee of the whole
on the Army Appropriation bill, Blackburn in the
chair. After epreches by Smith, of Georgia, ard
Bright, In relation to the currency; by Felton.. in
favor of granting pensions to the survivors of In-
dian wits, and 1 bj Lawrence, In reference to the
Pacific railroad bond*, the oemmittee rote and the
Honae adjourned.
Thursday, June 15.— ftnate.— The -ohllr
laid before the Senate a message from the Honae,
announcing its non -concurrence in the Senate
amendments to the Legislative. Judicial and Execu-
tive Appropriation bill. The Senate toalated upon
Ita wnsndmenta, and Morrill (Me.), Wtadom and
Withers were appointed a conference committee.
_ JJeti*.— Randall , Holman and Foster were appoint-
ed a Committee of Conference on the Senate amend-
ments to the Legislative Appropriation bill. .. .Dun-
nell, from the Committee on Conunoroe, reported a
bill authorizing tae construction of a railroad bridge
acrMs tho wsbssh rirtr. Passed.... The bill pro-
hibiting ownereh.pnr traffic io slaves, by Amerlesftd’
Friday, June Ifc— Smote. -Consideration of
the articles of impeachment waa resumed. Black,
of counsel for the accused, resd a long paper, de-
clining to plead further on the ground that tho re-
spondent hsd already been substautially acquitted,
as the order of the Senate asserting its Jurisdiction
was not passed by a two- thirds vote. Counsel for t he
defense asked that tha paper be filed, but objection
waa made by EdmnoOT, and alsqbv tha managers.
Pending the diacueeion. It was discovered that a
quorum was nedtoreaent, and tho Senate ad Jousted.
HriMr.— The .Mouae went into committee of the
whole on the Army Approprirtkm bill, with Mr.
Blackburn In the chair. Various amendment to
the bflt were offered and ujoefed. No quorum
lug present the House adjourned.
Satttkday, June 17.— Senate.— A message was
received from the Preeident calling a Mention to the
near approach of the new fiscal year, and the fall-
, »«wd i vi uauiAAUK a pravtm tmkm
anoei, and requiring that they be covered Into the
treasury at the end of the next fleoal year. He fur-
ther atated that If the appropriation bills are not ma-
tured before the beginning of the new fisral year,
the Government will be greatly embarrassed for want
of funds, and submits s Joint resolution to extend the
appropriations for the consular, diplomatic and poe-
ts! services, the evpport of the army and navy, etc.,
for the present fiscal year to the rext. Ordered
printed, and to lie on the table.... The protest of
leading men of the Osage Indian nation against the
eatabllshment of a TerritorUl Government for the
Indian conntry waa ordered printed and referred.
....Consideration of the articles of impeach-
ment against Belknap waa resumed. Black,
of counsel for the accused, stated that there
were reasona why the trial should not go on on the
nth of July, as ordered. He therefore moved that
it be postponed until November Mat, and appealed
to the managers not to oppoae the motion. He
stated that the managers understood his reasons for
not going on with the trial, and he, therefore, hoped
they would agree to the postponement. Lord, on
behalf of the managers, asked leave to consult with
the House of Representatives, which was granted;
and the Senate, aa a Court of Impeachment, ad-
journed.
House.— The bill to confirm to Chicago the title to
the land in that city known as the Fort Dearborn
addition, fronting on the lake shore was
passed. .. The Speaker laid before the House
a message from the President, explain-
ing the necessity of bavlug tho various ap-
propriation billa passed before July J. (an abstract
of the message is given hi ihe Senate proceedings
above). Randall, Chairman of tho Committee ou
Appropriations, remarked that the mes-
sage was unusual, and in his opinion
alt igether unnecessary. Still it should have re-
spectful refereoco and consideration. On his mo-
tion it was referred to the Committee on Appro-
priations. . . .Lord, in behalf of the managers of the
Belknap impeachment trial, called attention to the
application of defendant's counsel for a postpone-
ment of the trial. The matter was debated, but
without arriving at a decision the House went into
committee of the whole on the Army Appropria-
tion bill, and shortly after adjourned.
Monday, June 19.— Senate.— The Senate in-
sisted upon Ha amendments to the Poetoffice Appro
prlation bill, and agreed to the oenference asked
fer by the House of Representatives. West,
Hamlin and Daria were appointed members of
the committee on the part of the Senate....
After a protracted aecret sessioB, the Senate
refused to grant the motion for a postponement of
the impeachment trial until November, but at the
time consented to take up a new branch of thesame
subject, being a plea by defendant’s counsel that,
inasmuch as the vote by which the Senate asanmeo
Jurisdiction over the case was less than twothlrds,
jurisdiction has not been lawfully assumed, and
the Senate has no power to proceed with the trial.
Arguments will be heard on this question on
the 6th of Jnly. The Senate having been
notified that the defense will summon nearly 2ofi
witnesses, appointed a committee to single out
from this number such as aro material aud impor-
tant in the case... .The Senate, sitting as a court
of Impeachment, then adjourned until July 6.
House.— Randall offered a resolution appointing
Cox Speaker pro tem. In the absence of the Speaker,
which resolution was adopted.... The Army Appro-
priation bill was passed.... Holman, Blount, and
Waldron were appointed a conference committee on
the Poetoffice Appropriation bill.
Tuesday, June 20.— Nenofe.— In roeponse to
a resolution adopted by the Senate some time ago,
the Secretary sent in a list of the defaulters to the
Government for tde past forty years, together with
the amount of the defalcations... The Finance
Committee reported favorably on the House Joint
resolution authorizing tho issue of $10,00u,000
in silver coin in' exchange for legal-tender
notes.... Wright reported back from the
Judiciary Committee the House bill to repeal tho
Bankrupt law, and recommended that it be postponed
until the flret day of the next sosaiou. So ordered.
....The Senate devoted nearly all the afternoon aud
the evening session to the consideration of the In-
dian Appropriation bill.
Hettss.— Tho Committee on the Freedmen’s Bank
reported resolutions recommending the indict-
ment of Gen. O. 6. Howard, Henry D. Cooke and
other managers of the institution.... The bill to
equalize the bounties of soldiers was passed.
Under Its provision* all enlisted m«u, golUkra,
tt.toX pertailors, and marine#, are to he allowed 
month for the period of aerrlce between the 12th
of April, 1861, and tho 9th of May, 1865, deducUng
all bounties previously paid under United States
or State laws. Tho bill is not to apply to sub-
stitutes, or men who were discharged on
their own application for other cause than dis-
ability incurred in the service, unless such dis-
charge was obtained with a view to re-enlistment
or to accept promotion, or to persons discharged
on the ground of minority.... The bill relating to
land patent* was passed. It provides that all
patents for lands which have been or may he issued
shall in all actions to recover the title or possession
of land have the same effect as if issued to the
party entitled tnereto at the tlmfe such party was
or may be authorized to make any proof of aright
tosuch patent. ...A bill in relation to Judgment
liens was passed.... Bills were also passed to pre-
vent the sale and use of adulterated and explosive
Illuminating oils, and authorising the construction
of a pontoon bridge across the Mississippi river,
from some point in Buffalo county, Wis., to some
point in Wiuoua county, Minn,... Randall, Chair-
man of the Committee on Appropriations, reported
the Sundry Civil Appropriation bill (the last gen-
eral appropriation bill). Ordered printed. The
bill appropriates $14,687,804, against $16,644,360 In
tho corresponding bill last yetr, a reduction of
$12,076,670. . . Riddle introduced a bill to repeal the
ten par cent, tax on notes oi State banks.
EXTRADITION.
The President Officially Announces the
Abrogation of the Extradition Treaty
with Great Britain.
President Grant Inst week sent to Con-
gress a message respecting Uie extradi-
tion treaty with Great Britain. After
stating at length the provisions of the
treaty, and criticising the action taken
by the British Government in the Wins-
low and Brent cases, the President says :
It is with extreme regret that I am now called
upon to announce to yon that Her Majesty’s
Government has finally released both of these
fugitives, Winslow and Brent, and set them at
liberty, thus omitting to comply nlth tho pro-
visions and requirements of tne treaty under
which extradition of fngilive criminals is nude
between the two Governments. The position
thus taken by the British Government, if ad-
hered to, cannot but be regarded as the abro-
gation and annulment ef tho article of the
treaty on extradition. - Undfir these circum-
stances, it will not.’ in my judgment, com-
port with the dignity or self-respect of this
Government to make demands upon that
Government for the surrender of fugitive
criminals, nor to entertain any requisition of
that character from that Government under the
treaty. [It vriR be a OUtafi deep roKretliPa'
treaty which hae been thus beneficial in its
practical operations, which has worked so well
and so efficiently, and which, notwithstanding
tho exciting and, at the same time, violent and
political disturbances of which both countries
have been the scene during its existance, has
given rise to no complaints on tbe part of
either Government against either its spirit or
its provisions, should be abruptly termina-
ted. It hae tended to tho protection of
society, and to tho general interests of both
tiles. Its violation or annulment would
treaty which would he a still more efficient
agent for the punishment and prevention of
crime : at the same time I have felt it my duty
to decline to if ntertain a proposition made by
Great Britain, pending ftk refusal to execute^ he
existinp *” — * ---- ’ ** * *• " -----
csding
Pnrli (
In additKn to the iofteoffibllitf of the United
r the
_______ _ ___ oati
to execute the terms of an existing treaty, I
ify the one
la sa . ik ,
i g treaty, to amend it by practically con-
 oy treaty the ideqUcal conditions which
t ^Qovenunent demands under its dot of
-o alcstabUitf  
deemed it inadvisable to treat of only 
amendment proposed^ Great Britain, while
the United States desires an enlargement of
the list of crimee for which extradition may be
asked, and other improvements which expo-
KTt041*4 ̂ * -ew
T* « m 4 V. a /w, A«% J ^ A _
It is for the wisdom of Congrees to deter-
mine whether tbe article of the treaty relating
to extradition is to be any longer regarded as
obligatory on the Government of the United
without the expression of the wish of Congress
that I should do so, take any action, either in
making or granting requisitions for tbe sur-
render of fugitive criminals, under the treaty
of 1842. Respectfully submitted.(Signed) U. 8. Quant.
MICHIGAN ITEMS.
1
Kalamazoo has a mineral paint factory.
A lady, ninety years of age, waa baptized by
the Adventists, at Galesburg, recently.
A cnoquET match at Portland lasted from 8
in the evening nntil lo’clock the next morning.
Twenty-four young men have paid the Dun-
dee authorities $1 each for the crime of play-
ing base-bail on Sunday.
Lutz, who shot Connors in a fracas at Detroit
about two weeks ago, baa lieen examined and
committed for tiial in the Wayne county Cir-
cuit court upon a charge of murder.
< Daniel Pratt, sent to the »tate Prison some-
thing over a year ago from Jackson for send-
ing obscene communications on postal cards,
baa received a pardon from Preeident Grant.
Ee is very sick. It waa tbe first conviction un-
der that law.
At a trial of plows at Mason, by the Ingham
County Farmers’ Clnb, tho Triumph plow was
reconunonded as the best on wheels. Tbe
draft for a furrow seven inches deep and fif-
teen inches wide was from 450 to 650 pounds ;
without the sulky it was COO to 700 pounds.
Part of the old Central Market building on
Campus Martius, at Detroit, was horned tbe
other night. Hucksters who occupied stands
therein lost about $3,000, partially insured.
The buildings sorroonding suffered by break-
ing of plate glass and otherwise, aggregating a
loss of f 1,000 additional.
A Flint correspondent writes : “Dr. A. B.
Chapin was called upon Monday to visit one
Mrs. Cimmirer, in a German family about eight
miles from that city. The doctor found the
patient suffering terribly, her face being badly
swollen, the eyes nearly swollen shut, and her
limbs rigid. He at once inquired as to wnat
she had been eating, and fonnd that about ten
days since she had eaten freely of f i esh salt
pork, uncooked. Upon examination, the doc-
tor found the pork from which she had eaten
filled with “trichina spiralis," aud on removing
a portion of flesh from the cay of the leg, be
found this also filled. The doctor having had
some experience in this disease, insista that he
can save her life, which remains to be seen.'’
The Kalamazoo Telegraph says : “A n arrow-
gauge railroad has just been completed in this
neighborhood, and is now in operation. What
do you think of that ? Not much fuss has been
made over it, but you can see it for yourself by
going out to the Cement Works. Tho grade on
the east side of tho river gives the cars a speed
of forty miles per hour, without using any
steam. The cars will be handled by horses.
The lake level at tho marl beds has been low-
ered five feet, and the works commenced mix-
ing on Monday. The new engine runs as
noiselessly as a clock, and Mr. Gibson, super-
intendent of the shop that made it, naturally
feels somewhat proud of its operation. The
bine clay that is used with the marl is brought
from Otsego.
During a thunder-storm at Flint, one after-
noon last week, tho dwelling of Ira Soper waa
struck by lightning. The lightning first struck
an evergreen near the boose, running down
the same part way, glancing off on a Umb to-
ward the house, looking like a huge ball of fire
aa it ran along the ground to a brass conductor
and went crashing through tbe roof, tearing
the same into fragments. Tho bail then passed
through inti? the sitting-room, striking a sew-
ing machine at which Mis. Sopor was at work,
clipping off a corner of the machine table and
knocking Mrs. Soper to tho floor. From here
it glanced to the top of a table across the room,
on which was sitting a box containing needles
and other metals, which it knocked into a
thousand fragmenta. It then passed through
the floor into the ground. The entire family
wore shocked, Mrs. Soper, it is feared, fatally,
one side of her being blistered, n ;
George Neiderstadt, a shoemaker, sixty
years of age, committed suioide by taking an
overdose of opium, at East Saginaw, on Thurs-
day of last week. He has several children
living in Detroit, and was brought to that city
for burial. Tbe fallowing letter left by the
old man explains his motive for self-deetrnc-
tion: “In my deep troubles, I shall bid you
gooa-by, my dear children. I have loved you all
dearly, but some of yon children don't know
what love Is. I, an old man, have my whole
lifetime worked hard and had a good deal of
trouble. I have earned everything, and those
of you who wanted to disinherit me in my life-
time of my property, Will, I snppoee, not have
any lock with it. I die with pleasure to please
you, my children. For that I kill myself. May
forgive me. You, my children, can bury
me to Detroit, alongside of your dear mother.
I should like to lie alongside of her in my;
death. (Signed) George Niederstadt.”
A writer in the Railroad Gazette, in speak-
ing of the inventor, A. T. Hay, of Stirling ton,
Iowa, saye that for mmy yearn this gentiman
has been working out a pnfceSs by which tie
takes the most worthiess and refractory cold
or red-short irons, either in the ore or pta. find
------ __ are been ________
efforts to enlarge its scope, and to make a new
in this State, he worked cold-short Wisconsin
iron into bars which withstood a tenSile strain
of 80,000 ponnds to the sqqare inch in a regu-
lar testing machine, nnothor ̂stance the
Hay lion railroad rail Mg weld
band three- eighths of ao Inch tin
head, the balance of the
planed under a ste*n h
it takedown, the
counted. A windier
was then placed under the same hammer, when
it doubled up like the letter U with one thiitf







The Finance Committee of the Regents of
the Univerdfyj atf peeting li^t wqel A*n
Arbor, read a long report ae the result of the
laboratory investigation, the prominent points
of which are that there is deficient since 1864
$5,536.13, of which the committee think Dr*. 
Douglas responsible for something over $1,000,
and Dr. Rose the remainder. The committee
further think Douglas has become possessed of
this amount without knowing it— In other words,
uot guiltily stealing ; while they consider Rose
a downright thief, basing their judgment upon
certain acta and words which they have inter-
preted from evidence. The report was based on
evidence in favor of Douglas alone, Rose not
having presented hie case. He offered, how-
ever, to give his proofs of innocence before
the foil Board, bnt they refused to hear it.
Ihe committee recommended the expulsion of
Rose from the University aud procedure
against him to recover tho amount in his
hands. The report was adopted. Regent
Climie voting against it, after he had offered
to show tho Board that tho report was in error.
He protested earnestly against expelling Rose
for tho deficiency, when Douglas was
acknowledged responsible for a large amount.
By resolution, Rose is to bo sued at once for
his deficit. R. A. Beal, of Ann Arbor, a re-
sponsible party, voluntarily gave bonds of
$10,000 to meet any judgment brought against
Rose, ou condition that a deed of his house be.
returned, given formerly to the Board.
Michigan Apple# at Philadelphia,
Michigan has achieved a triumph in her dis-
play of apples at the Centennial exposition,
having been awarded the prtfe medal. Mr.
Henry 8. Clnbb, in his letter to the Michigan
Farmer, speaks of the display and tho result,
as follows :
“The premium for winter apples was well
contested by the Michigan State Pomological
Society, its committee, officers, aud contribu-
tors. The display was placed at the appointed
time near the center of the largo agricultural
hall, and other tables were provided for Penn-
sylvania, Illinois, New York, Ohio, and other
great States ; but when the Michigan applet
appeared in all their freshness aud beauty, the
other States declined to occupy any space aud
did not unpack- When I wrote last week I
thought this probable, but was uot sure
but these States might keep their
fruit until the day before the judgss
were to view them, and then make their
display, with Michigan fruit more or lees
Injured by a long expose on plates in a ball of
diversified temperature, so I could not an-
nounce tho victory won by Michigan, as the
eontestante had not pot in an appearance, and
the exhibit had a week to continue in display.
During the week thousands have paid their re-
spects and expressed their admiration at this
magnificent display of good-keeping apples.
Not only American writers, but correspondents
of Europeans journals, have admired aud are
intending to write np these successful varie-
ties, and I have taken some pains to give them
information in regard to the wonderful State
where these apples came from. Although at
the time of writing this I have no official an-
nonncomci t of the award of the jfidgee, still,
as they inspected and expressed their individual-
satisfaction and delight at the exhibit, aud as
all competition was kept out of sight, it is uot
premature to announce that Michigan has
won the first honors of tho Centennial—
a distinction of which so young a State as
Michigan has a right to feel glad aud to re-
joice.
“ Those who took' part in tbe early struggles
of the State Pomological Society, men who
came many mile# to attend meetings, to find
present only their own usual half dozen work-
ing, scheming, but determined men, who in
the rear office of the Fuller bank at Grand
Rapids planned the law under which the so-
ciety was subsequently organized and under
which it has prospered ; the constitution, by-
laws, regulations ; planned exhibitions and or-
ganized success— theae men have now reason
to congratulate each other that what they then
planned and worked hard for has been ulti-
mately achieved, aud Michigan stands to-day
before the world without a rival, literally with-
out a rival, in the production of tho world’s
best domestic fruit, tho winter apple !
Mfrbis may really have been true for some
time, 1, but how could it ever have been proved
by the organization of the State Pomologica
Soqiety? Pomologiste in Michigan have now
one clear coarse to success before them. Their
winter apples will command a good price in any
market In the world, and all they have to do is
to ptoduee them in large quantities. Thi# list
is before them in tho last Fanner. Let them
prepare for extensive planting, and lands now
barren and neglected may be made productive
•f Michigan’s best fruit and to contribute to her
proudest achievements. > There is no obstacle
to apple culture which cannot be successfully
overcome. The codling moth, the last great




be fi retrograde step in international inter- trau8mutca tIiem into a quality of wrought
coarse. I hare, een aaxtOQfiJaflri hart made fr00 e(lu^ to the very beet Norway, at a cost
scarcely worthy consideration.At Wyandotte,
h
Wheat, white, per bn ....... . ...... $1 16 @ 1 27
Wheat, amber, per bu .............. 1 15 14 1 20
Oats? per bu.... .. ..... 30 g 31
Barley, per cental .................. 1 40 (4 1 65
Buckwheat, per bn..*... .......... 75 <9 80
Byaperbu..k ...... ... ............ 65 (S$ • 66
AppKt, per brl ..................... 2 75 (4 8 00
Beaus, unpicked ................... 40 (4 60
Beana, picked.’ ............. v.l,  75 <4 85
Butter, per lb.. ............... 17 a 18
Beeawax, per lb.......* ............ 28 @ ' $0
[apples, per lb ........ . ....... 9
per doa ............. ... ...... 12
..... 7 (4 11
timothy, per ton ..... . ....... 14 00 17 00
a/, mixed, per ton ............. 12 00 ^1* 00
, msrah, per ton ............... 8 00 <4 10 00
tw, per ton .................... 8.00 ($10 00
Onions. ......................... v ’J 23 & 25
Potatoes, per bn ................... 15 0 19
Potatoes, peachblow#, per bu ..... ' 20 ® 25
 !
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REPUBLICAN national conten.
T10N.
The sixth National Convention of the Repub-
lican party, mot at Cincinnati on Wednesday,
the 14th of June. The ball where tho meeting
was held— the Exposition building— has a eeat-
ng capacity of about 7,000, but scarcely a third
of thoee who had gone to Cincinnati calculating
to lock in on the convention, were able to se-
cure tickets of admission.
At ten minutes past 12 p. m., E. D. Morgan,
of New York, called the Convention to order,
and business was begun at once. On motion
of Mr. Morgan. ex-Ocmgrefflman Theodore M.
Pomeroy, of New York, was maile temporary
Chairman. 1
On motion of Mr. Adams, of Wisconsin, L
M. Bean and R H. Bingham were appointed
temporal v secretaries.
On motion of Mr. Howard, of Michigan, Gen.
E. W. Hinckes was unanimously elected Ser-
geant-at- Arms of the convention.
The committees on credentials, permanent
organization, roles and order of business, and
resolutions, consisting of one from each State
Territory, were then appointed.
A. J. Dittenheffer, of New York, on behalf
of the National German Republican conven-
tion, recently in session in Cincinnati, pre-
sented a series of resolutions, three of which
he desired to call particular attention, the firet
advocating, in view of the recent decision of
the Supreme court of the United States, de-
claring State legislation on the subject of the
protection of immigration unconstitutional,
that the national Government legislate on the
subject: secondly, demanding a revision of
the treaties between the foreign Governments,
affecting naturalization ; and, thirdly, demand-
ing non-sectarian schools, and tho taxation of
church property, as recommended by the Presi-
dent of tho United States in his message, v
The resolutions were referred to tho Com-
mittee on Resolutions.
Mr. Mason, of New York, offered the follow-
ing preamble and resolution :
Whereas, We still remember with gratitude the
services of the loyal women of our country during
the late war. their devotion in the hospitals of the
North, aud their fidelity to the Union In many of
the disputed districts of the South ; and,
Whereas, The Republican party has always




the memorial. She proceeded to present, in a
concise form, the claims of won^eu citizens to
pwotioAl recognition, and crititivsd tho failure
of the HiMiftkera yesterday to plead for them.
The conclusion of her bripf spoocU was re-
ceived with applause.
The Committee ou Rules and
ness made their report. After s e
the report was adopted. John T. Eusore,
OhairmAii of the Committee on Credentials, re-
ported that full delegations were present, ex-
cept from North Carolina and Nevada, where
each was one short. He recommended that the
delegates present be allowed to cast the whole
vote. There were no contested delegations'ex-
cept from Alabama, Florida, and District of
Colombia. In Alabama the committee recom-
mended tbe admission of the anti-8penoer dele-
gatee, headed by Jeremiah Haralson ; in Flor-
ida they recommended to admit the Conover
delegates in the District of Columbia they
recommended the admission of Bowen and
Green.
Mr. Harris (Nevada), from the minority of
the committee, presented a minoritv report in
the Alabama case, claiming that the Spencer
delegation was the only legitimate and truly
representative delegation from that State.
After considerable discussion the majority
report was adopted.
The Chair— The next business in order is the
report of the Committee on Resolutions.
Mr. Hawley— Mr. President, you must bo
aware that your Committee on Resolutions,
upon assembling, found itself constituted by
men of somewhat differing sentiments and
widely separated localities, and mostly strang-
ers to each other. We have, in general, agreed
upon the statements we are about to present to
you,'and respectfully submit them for your con-
sideration, and for your amendment, if you
choose. They are as follows :
When, in the economy of Providence, this land
was to be nurged of human slavery, anu when tho
strength of the Government of the people, by tho
people, for the people, was to be demonstrated, tbe
Uepubl
passed
e ican party came Into power. Its deeds have
is c  luto history, and we look back to them with
Jitmlctd, That we favor tho bestowal of equal,
citizens of thecivil, and political rjghts on all loyal
United States, without regard to sex.
They were received with great laughter and
applause.
George William Curtis, of New Y'ork— I hold
in my hand an address of the Republican Re-
form party of the city of New York, which I
have been requested to lay before this con-
vention, and to ask that it be read. I there-
fore move that tbe address which I have the
honor to submit be now road to the conven-
tion. • v<
The Chair— Is there any objection to the
reading of the address ? -
Objection was made by a delegate from South
Carolina.
The Cliair— Objection is made.
General cries pf “Read it." i ;•
Tho objecting delegate withdrew his objec-
tion, and the Chair asked if there was any fur-
ther objection to its reading.
Objection was made by delegates from Louis-
iana aud Delaware. v- ^
The Chair then put the question whether tne
address should be read, and the motion was
carried bv a decision of the majority.
Cries of “Take the platform," “ Go forward
to the platform."
Mr. Cartis then proceeded to read the ad-
dress and resolutions of June 6, which had
already been published in the papers. The
last resolution is an indorsement of Bristow.
A delegate from Missouri— I move that the
document just read by the gentleman be refer-
red to the Committee on Resolutions without
debate.
A delegate from Mpntana— I desire to amend
that motion. I move that tho address bs
adopted as tho sense of this convention. I Cries
of “No! no!")
The Chairman— It is referred to the Com-
mittee on Resolutiont without debate.
A delegate from Marylandr-A» none of the
committees are now ready to report, t more
that the convention take a recess until 4 o'clock.
[Cries of “No! no!"]. . ~ v j





Lond calls were then made fo ator John
Mr. Pierce, of Massachusetts  jl'that
all addresses, memorials, and resolutions be
referred to the Committee on Resolutions with-
out reading and without debate.
The motion was agreed to.
After listening to speeches by Senator Logan,
Gen. Hawley, Gov. Noyes, Rer. H. H. Garnett,
(colored) of New York, Got. Howard, pnd Fked
Douglass, the convention again got down to
business. ’ T- , f /'j
The Chair— Tho first business now in order,
and the only bmiueee. is to surrender the chair
to the permanent Chairman named by the Com-
mittee on Organization. The Chair therefore
names Messrs. Orton, of New York, Downing,
of Iowa, and MeCormiok, of Arizona, as a com-
mittee to conduct the permanent Chairman to
tho platform. .
Mr. McPherson came forward, accompanied
by tbe esoort»jmd "WW greeted with cheer#.
Tne^tiring Chairpm said; * I take pleasure
in introducing as your permanent Presidetft the
tfoor^ Edward McPfiSteon, of Pennsylvania."
[Oheere.] - t-
Mr. McPherson spoke as follow*:
Gkntlsmen or tux Cokv*htiob: No ope of
you know* bettor tbm myself how entirely un-
worthy I am of this hMi honor. It hes come to me
not oaly unsought, but with a feeling of absolute
end uncontrollable surprise, but I have been beared
lathe school of dutftmd in the politics of Penn-
sylvania It Is a funOemental doctrine that every
Republican shall do nis whole duty [applause], and
therefore I am here to aeoept this honor tendered
by your committee, and ratifiedby yourselves, as
_ honor tendered to the greet old Oom-
monwoalte- vftilch has isent I mo as one of
its delegates to this convention. Slnoe 1854,
in no one of the great conteat# has she ever fetter,
ed [applause], and in this Centennial convention
she ba|! turne#'%n inflexible, defllttt face to the
VicTpruidevU Alabama, M. W. Cybbj; Ortlfoiv
mendatlon for ill honorable work In the manage-
ment of domestic and foreign affairs, and President
Grant deserves the hearty gratitude of the Ameri-
can people for his patriotism and his immense
services In war and in peace,
Tbe reeolution in regard to Mongolian im-
The ChaiMPhe mredWobwow recurs bn the
CENTENNIAL NOTES.
[By Our Own Correspondent.]
The building* and grounds bang in • near
state of completion, it is proper tbat the epis-
tolary melange or pot-pourri style, should oon*
fonp to the aivance of the exhibition from
James, of Texas, off ore a substitute, as follows :
Resolved, That It is the duty of Con grew* 1o pro-
vide measures for carrying out the provisions of
what is termed the Resumption act of Congress, to
the end that resumption of tpeds payments at the
time fixed by said act cannot t)« further delayed.
Afcer some discussion, the Question was put
on the adoption of the substitute, and it was
rejected by a decided majority.
The whole platform, as reported by the com-
mi£6e,Tif tben deol«d •doptod.
The chair anuoui
purpose, we, the representatives of the party In Na-
tional Convention assembled, make ihe following
declaration of principles:
1. Tho United States of America is a nation, not
a league. By the combined workings of the Na-
tional aud State Governments under their re-
spective Constitutions, the rights of every citizen
are secured at home and protected abroad, and the
common welfare promoted.
2. The Republican psrty has preserved those
Governments to their hundredth anniversary of
tbe nation’s birth and they are now embodiments
of the great truths spoken at its cradle, tbat “ all
men are cn-ated equal that they sre “endowed
by their Creator with certain inalienable rights,
among which are life, liberty, and tbe pursuit of
happiness ; that, for the attainment of these ends,
Governments have been Instituted among men, de-
riving their Just powers from the consent of tho
governed.” Until these truths are cheerfully
obeyed, or, If need be, vigorously enforced, tho
work of the Republican party is unfinished.
3. the permanent pacification of tlth Southern
section of the Union, and the complete protection
of Its citizens in the free enjoyment of all their
rights, are duties to which the Republican party
stands sacredly pledged. The power to provide
for tbe enforcement of tbe principles embodied in
tho recent Constitutional amendments is vested by
those amendments In the Congress of the United
States ; and we declare it to be the solemn obliga-
tion of the Legislative and Executive departmentt
of the Government to put into immediate aud vig-
orous exercise all their constitutional powers for
removing any Just causes of discontent on the part
of any class, and for securing to every American
citizen complete liberty and exact equality in the
exercise of all civil, political, and public rights.
To this end we Imperatively demand a Congress
and a Chief Executive whose courage and fidel-
ity to these duties': shall not falter until these
rosnlts are placed beyond dispute or recall.
4. In the first &<rt of Congress signed by Presi-
dent Grant the National Government assumed to
remove any doubts of Its duties to discharge all just
obligation# to publltf creditors, and solemnly
pledged ite faith to make provision at the earliest
practicable period for the redemption of United
States notes In c in. Commercial prosperity, pub-
lic morale, and the national credit demand that this
promise bo fulfilled by a continuous and steady
progress to specie payments.
6. Under tho Constitution the President and
heads of departments are to make nominations for
office, tbs Senate is to adviae and to consent to
appointments, and the House of RepreseutHtives is
to accuse and prosecute faithless officers. The best
interests of tbe public service demand that these
distinctions lie respected ; that Senators aud Repre-
sentatives, who may be judges and accusers, should
not dictate appointments to office. Tho invariab e
rule for appointments should have reference to the
honesty, fidelity, and capacity of the appointee,
giving to the party in power those places where har-
mony and vigor of administration requires its pol-
icy to be represented, but permitting all others to
be filled by persons selected with sole reference to
the effloiency of the public service, and the right
of all citizens to share in the honor of rendering
faithful service to their country.
6. We rejoice In the quickened conscience of the
people oonoernlng political affairs, and will hold
all officers to a rigid responsibility, and engage
tbat tho prosecution and punishment of all who
betray official trusts shall be speedy, thorough, aud
unsparing.
7. The public school system of the several States
Is the bulwark of the American republic, aud with
a view to Its security and permanence, we recom-
mend an amendment to the Constitution of the
United States forbidding the application of any
public funds or property for tbe benefit of any
schools or InstUntions under sectarian control.
8. The revenue necessary for current expendi-
tures and the obligations of the public debt must
be largely derived from duties ou importations,
which, so far as possible, should oe adjusted to
promoto the Interest of American labor and ad-
vance the prosperity of the whole country.
9.'iWefe»ffirm our opposition to further grants
of thojptbllc Uridl to corporations and monopolies,
ind demand mat the national domain be devoted
to free homes for the people.
10. It Is th* imperative duty of the Government
so to modify existing trsstiM with European Gov-
ernments tbat the same protection shall be afforded
to the adopted American citizen that Is given to the
native born, and that all necessary laws should be
passed to protect immigrants in tho absence of
power In the States for that purpose
11. It is the Immediate duty of Congress to fully
investigate the effect of the immigration and im-
portation of Mongolians upon the moral and ma-
terial interests Of the country.
12. The Republican party recognizes with approval
the substantial advaooe recently made toward the
establishment' of
__ ncedlhat the next btulsees
in order was the nomination of a candidate for
President of the United Btatee. '
After two or three motions to adjourn had
been put and. rejected, a delegate from New
York moved that the Secretary call the roll of
States in alphabetical order, and at the cull of
each State it should present Its candidate if it
had any.
The motion was carried, and the Cleric bad
got as far in the Hat as Connecticut when Hon.
Stephen W. Kellogg arose and, in a brief
speech, presented the name of Marshall Jewell.
Richard W. Thompson, Of Indiana, nominated
(Hiver P. Morton.
Gen, J. M. Harlan, of Kentucky, nominated
Benjamin H. Bristow. • •
Robert G. Ingersoll, of Illinois, nominated
James G. Dlaine.
Stewart S. Woodford, of New York, nomin-
ated Bosooe Odnkling.
Linn Bartholomew, of Pennsylvania, nomin-
ated John F. Hartr&nft.
£x-Gov. C. W. Noyes, of Ohio, nominated
Rutherford B. Hayes.
The Chair announced that it was unnecessary
to call the remaining States, as there were no
other candidates.
On motion, tbe convention then adjourned at
ten minutes past 5, till 10 o’clock Friday morn-
ing.
THIRD DAT.
The convention met promptly at 10 o’clock,
and immediately proceeded to ballot for a can-
didate for President :
















of * letter being lather circumscribed, and ab-
horring a pent-up Utica in a corresponding
sense, I will attempt to embody arrangement,
while the rhapsody will not be lost, i»>the pro-
saical believing that tho general publi* accepts
the trite saying, that “ variety is the spice of
life." First, let the reader remember, and re-
tain these letters for reference, tbat tbe good
genius of the exhibition is order. Thi* begins
with classification. There are seven depart-
ments, fifty-two groups, and seven hundred
and thirty- nine classes. First department Only
is given in this letter. ; Mining and metallurgy
classing from 100 to 109, composed of mineral*,
ores, stones, mining products, metallurgical
products, mining engineering. One hundred
and ten to one hundred and nineteen, metal-
lurgical products ; ooo hundred and twenty-
four to one hundred and twenty-nine, mining
• $liile there are few comments made upon
this important department of the exhibition, it
is, , nevertheless, one of the most powerful
auxiliaries in aiding the general management.
To realize the value of this aid. imagine a city
with a population of 50,000 souls (the number
in round figures), of attaches, visitors, exhibi-
tors, in attendanse. Taking the average,
theee, in a majority of oases, are strangers.
Yet, with all this daily influx, there lias been
no disturbance, excepting, incidentally, less
than a half dozen. This is extraordinary, and
deserves tho couiidwatUm of the municipal
heads of our comitfy. Ool.-H. de B. Clay, the
commander of tho force, has a happy faculty
beyond all ordinary commaudere (which I
cheerfully concede him in th's connection), or
else our people are tlie most tractable people
in tbe world. I will say Col Olay enforces
strict discliplino, and his surveillance of the
department of protection is simply in keeping
with the general splendid management of the
exhibition. No visitor need fear annoyance,
much lees ill or rough usage at the hands of
the rude or violent. Roughs are not in order
on the Centennial grounds. Thanks to nerve
and discipline, rogues are snotted iu ninety-
nine times in a hundred, and one's property,
person and comfort are really safer than in any
city containing the same number of people.
These facte be heralded all over the
ablishment  equal rights for womto by the
many important amendments effected by Republi-
can I/eglslatnreB In the laws which toncern the per-
of this class of citizens for additional rights and
privileges and ImmioitteB should be treated with
respectful consideration.
18. The Constitution confers upon Congress sov-
ereign power (Offer 4hs Territories; of the United
State* for their government, and in ihe exerdseut
this power It is the right and the duty of Congress
* ' e
Conkling ............. 93 Washburne ........... ]
THIRD BALLOT.
Blaine ................ 293 Hayes....; ........... 67
Bristow...... .. ...... 121 Morton ............... 113
Conkling .......... 90 Wheeler ............... 2
Hartranft.,,.,i.-,i ..-J18 Washbnrne .. ]
I 'VOUfftH BALLOT. ̂
Blaine . SV. . . .... ,i i . .*)2| Hayes ....... m ...... 65
Bristow; . j «|26|Mortdn ....... . ....... 108
Conkling  ...... .1* . 84 1 Wheeler ...... ; ...... 2
Hartranfl^. i., 7l|Washburne .......... fi
FIFTH BALLOT.
Blaine ........... .....2881Hartrauft ..... ........ 72
Bristow... f. ....*,..,111 Ha>es ................ 104
Morton . *M Wheeler 2
Conkling. ............. 79| Washburne ..... ...... 3
SIXTH BALLOT
Blaine . .8081 Hayes ................ 113
Bristow ............ Ill Morton ............... 82
Conkling. .... .. ...... 91 Wheeler ............... 2
Hartranft ............. 20| Washburne. .. .. ...... 4
Wlif iLitbe roll was called for the seventh
ballot, it warf evident that the crisia had come,
and that it was now a ciioic* between Hayes
and Blaine. Then cattr> the disagreeable
necessity of withdrawing favorite candidates.
Blaine’s strength was increasing among the
Southern delegatee, and the Inoiana delega-
tion held a hurried consultation in a committee
room, when it was determined to transfer
their votes to Hayes. The call progressed,
and when Kentucky was reached Gen.
Harlan withdrew the name of Mr. Bristow,
at the same time returning thanks to
the titates that had supported him, and an-
nounced the solid vote of Kentucky for Hayes.
At this stego the New Yorkers retired for con-
sultation. While they were absent Mississippi
voted solid for Hayes, Nevada ditto, South
Carolina ditto, each followed by prolonged ap-
plause. New York returned and cast sixty-one
votes for Hayes and nine for Blaine. Ohio, of
course, voted for Hayes, and Pennsylvania
was divided— thirty for Blaine and twenty-
eight for Hayee. This determined the
hesitating ana weavering delegates of
South Carolina, Tennessee, Texas, and the
two Virginias to make Hayee their candidate.
The remainder of the roll was called, and
the reeult announced that Gov.
Hayes, of OJifci hid received 884 votes, Blaine
851 votes, Bristow 21 votes, and the great
struggle was over.
When the vote was announced, Mr. Frye, of
Maine, moved that the nominated be made
unanimous, which was carried amid great en-
thusiasm.
The convention then proceeded to ballot for
candidate* for the Yice-preeidency, and the
nomlna-
York 5
Marshall Jewell, of Couneottout; Stewart
L. Woodford, of New York ; Joeeph R. Haw-
ley, of Connecticut, and F. T. Frelioghuy-
sen, of New Jersey. Tbe oall of the roll
proceeded rather languidly. Half a dozen
men cast the votes of heavy delegations, and
the crowd grew thin. When Tennessee had
been reached Mr. Wheeler bad received over
300 vote*, and it was apparent that he was
inated, Mr. Kellogg, of Connecticut,
withdrew the name of Mr. Jewell, and moved
that Mr. Wheeler’s nomination be made unani-
mous, which was accordingly done. Four
yean ago ail the interest centered in the fight
for Vice-president, and the members of the
convention remained in their seats to the
close. . This time the second office of the
Government was given away almoet without a
contest.
The, National Committee was selected and
announced, as follows:
Jeiry Haralson, Selma, Ala.; Powell Olayton,
Arkansas; George O. Gorham, California; Mar-
aba 11 Jewell. Connecticut ; Samuel M. Harrington,
Delaware ; William J. Furman, Florida ; James G.
Devol, Georgia; James P. Boot, Illinois; Will
Cmnbaek, Indiana; John V. Stone, Iowa;
John H. Martin, Kansas; William O. Goodloe,
Mucky : P. B. L. Pinchback, Louisiana ; WUllam
Frye, Maine; Charles G. Fulton, Maryland
'• es ents
nla, George 8.
Connecticut, 1 -- --- — ---- , -
W. Moore ; Georgia, R. L. Mott; Illinois, John Trin-
aker; Indiana, James 8. Fraser; Iowa, W. T.
Shaw; Kansas. WUllam Martindale; Kentuckv, E.
R, Weir i Louisiana, George JL Kelio; Maine, J. B,
url, G. A. Hnkelenburg ; Nebraska. H. 8. Ka-
ivsda, T. Wren : New Hampshire, E. A. Straw;
sxthpate ip the Territories tbat relic
ifogsrny.pnd we demand su<h leg-
fccuro this end, and to* supremacy
,» our
soldiers and raUors mnst be fulfilled ; a grateful
people will always hold those who periled their lives
for the country's preservation in the kindest remem-
bran
Spates®38'chief
world as another proof of mau'e capacity for
self-government find hla subordination to law
ASP TO* HOLY LAND.
ig feature of tbe speculative
and order, under tbe so-called, by despotism,
anarohial freedom.
OLTVE WOOD
A very interesting ____
department of the exhibition is a kind of a
Kiosk, where several gentlemen of whom I
have written are polishing up souvenirs iu
dive wood for the curious, purchasing society
who constantly throng tbe ootmtere of these
devotees of the false prophet, who, like Ma-
homet. if the American Mountain won't come
to the Mioaleme, why Muatapha will oome to the
American Mountain. Tbe articles are curious,
and we hope are made of wood cat from the
Mount of Olives, forth* sake of relic hunters.
As for your correspondent he can’t forget the
little deception in this line, as once on purohas-
boon cutiug walking canee, supposed to have
from the field of Waterloo, as mementoes of a
visit to tbat historic field, be was mortified to
know they were th* growth of the forest of
Soigries. However, faith makes it all right,
and I fully endorse the olive wood.
THt TURKS.
green bamboo shoot* and jungle roots.
Their affection for .their rat-infested
immigrate to the district of Touugoo,
where ample provision* had been made
for their sustenance, and lived, or rather
died, on their bamboo shoot* and jungle
roQts; for, owing, perhaps, to the indi-
gestive nature of this diet, the mortality
among them is reported to fare been
excessive. The rats have during the
current season sought ftreili pastures,
and the Karen district is now free from
these unwelcome visitors. ii
The Turku may be effete, but they have ‘ • spec-
ulation in their eyes." Their ideas of indus-vea.
trial expositions take the shape of utility, and
each step taken by the followers of Mahomet
are toward the Dutohmau'e “one per cent."
With Turkey, as with all warm climatee, beauty,
elegance and the euperflueus go hand in han^,
while in “ “ ‘ '
following gentlemen were put in u
tion: - Wm. A. Wheeler, of New
Gteorge F. Hoar, Mas saohmetis; Zachariab Chand-
ler, Michigan; John T. AvsriU, Minnesota; G. M.
- - ” , n - I. Fillap^ Mls-Bucbanan, MWaalpni.
soori ; L. W. Osborn, Nebraska ; John P. Jones, Ne-
8 A. Halseyvada ; George lsey, New Jersey ; A. B. Cornell,
New York; Thomas B. Keogh, North Carolina; A.
T. Wlkoff, Ohio; H. W. Hcott, Oregon; Nelapn
W. Aldridge, Pennsylvania; John J. Patter-
son, South Carolina ; William Rule, Tennes-
see; M. 8. Colburn, Vermont; J. i>. Boner, Vir-
ginia; John W. Mason, Grafton, West Virginia;
Elihu Enos. Wisconsin ; Newton Edmnnds. Dako-
ta colder climates strength, dignity and
necessity show work of mors somber bne, bnt
more desirable from a bland point of human
economy. .,yhe Russian has his duck, sheet-
iron and gather, the Turk his shawl, sandal
and pipes, and so it is and ever will be. The
Turks are a slow race, but, by the “beard of
the prophet,” not fools by any means.
M18CKUANY.
A solid piece of silver in the Mexican de-
partment reminded me; a* 1 aaw how immov-
able it was. of the Californian who discovered
a bonanza lug. It was too heavy to carry, if
he left it some one would capture it, hence he
staid and starved to death by it This piece
of silver was too gigantic for the most expert
kleptomaniac. It is of circular shape, and about
six feet in diameter. It is the protect of 272
tons; its weight is 4,002 lbs, It produced 285}^
ounces to tne ton; tho eost of production was
$1.76 per ton. A piece of armour plate is on
exhibition for the Inm-clad Puritafi, oouatrnct-
ing at Chester, Pa., which is ten feet long,
three feet eight inches wide, twelve and three-
fourth inches thiek. In the Canada log and tim-
ber building is the section of a white pine,
eight feet five inches in diameter and 664 yean
old. Russia exhibits a fur carnet iu Mosaic
made of 3,000 pieces of furs. The fine wools
of Russia are the Metis and Tzigai and NegretL
Glasgow Sugar Cane Mill. Scotland, makes
an important exhibit of her metal in this
specimen; tbe material of the two mills, with
enormous masses of iron, occupy a space fifty
feet square. I neglected to mention tbat the
Corliss engine Wright 600 tons. One firm dis-
plays in a diamond necklace, studs and ear-
rings, a value of $51,000. There are seme who
will purchase them. The most beautiful
PAlissy and majolica ware in the world la on
exhibition. Peru exhibits specimens of tbe
100,000 tons ‘of guano she annually exports ;
also silver tbat led Pizarro to deeds of valor
tlM* exhibit vegetables to cans hermetically
sealed. In England, young cabbages are called
greens ; still smaller are called sprouts. Tbe
ordinary greens are termed turnip tops. So
£*£? -t^ipTS/’ -ifeS
daily adding to her ca8ee(pa8tilee). Fruit paste
is a specialty, also dried blood, liquid coffee,
preserved fruits and meats, jys flour, seal
grease, and a largo variety of leather. The
largest list of exhibits are from Warsaw and St.
Petersburg. Tbe Goverpiaant makes an exten-
sive display ; eo do the nobility— exhibiting
their appreciation of industry ; a good leseon
for the youth of America. Salt reindeer tongues
are from Nova Zembla. Portugal has a list of
at least 2,000 Jots in cereals, wines, liquors,
preserved fruits and meate olive oils, legu
minous articles, and wool and cotton in the zai
Useless Endurance.
On Thursday i afternoon, Parker, the
mustan^-ridejj,, gave up for the second,
and, it is to be hoped, the last time, his
attempt to tide 800 miles in fifteen
hours. As on the first occasion, he be-
came blind from the rapid exhaustion of
vital force, the loss of which no stimu-
lants could replace. But, suppose a lit-
tle additional power of endurance and of
will had carried him through f It would
simply prove that a man of Anglo-Saxon
blood may accomplish as mtioh as a.
South American Gauoho, ora Tartar of
Mongolia, As a merely mechanical feat,
it would by no means fix the limit of
human endurance when upheld by some
powerful purpose. Whofa 1 Ohailes KIL
of Sweden* rode from Adrianojple to
Stralsnnd, in the early winter— a dis-
tance of not leas than 1,200 mile8-,he
performed a greater exploit, and it meant
Romething. When Fremont rede from
Los Angelos to Monterev and back— 800
miles in sit dava of travel— he had an
important object to aooomplish.. Un-
doubtedly many won could be found
capable of riding 300 miles in fifteen
hours, under the spur of some over-
whelming necessity. Similar or equal
feats have been performed, over and
over again, in all ages of the world.
Oapb Boyton, list summer, floated
aoross the channel in his buoyant India-
rubber costume, and had much to say of
his physical exhaustion, so long a* he
had no rival; but the Englishman,
Webb, swam the same distance with no
other float than the national pride.
The strength which is developed by
systematic training, and exercised under
tne most favorable circumstances, may
excite cariosity ; but it is a very imper-
fect test of human endurance. So far
from establishing a standard of physical
development, it rather teaches us what
to avoid. Dr. Winahip may develop a
pair of Herculean shoulders upon a small
body, but he simply- shows us the use-
lessness of his special lifting capacity.
Weston may walk his 120 miles in twen-
ty-four hours, by the aid of soientifio
feeding aud grooming, but no sensible
man would desire to do the same thing.
One variety of force is always cultivated
at the expense of other equally necessa-
ry forces, and is more or less a monstros-
ity. There is little in it to admire, and
nothing to imitate. .'Ii i
Such a performance as tnat at Fleet-
wood park lacks every pioturesque and
heroic element. One gallop around the
hot and dusty ring is the picture of the
whole 800 miles to the spectators, and
their chief interest must be in waiting
for the moment when the man, instead
of the mustang, .shall be attacked with
the blind staggers. There is no law. we
suppose, to prevent Parker from riding
himself dead as well as blind ; but the
uselessness of the show has now reached
that point where it becomes cruelty, and
it should not be repeated* Cannot Mr.
Bergh, for once, consider a man as good
as on animal, and hold bis protecting
shield over tho mustang-rider 1—New
York Tribune.
A Corpse on $ Spree.
There is in Leavenworth a tall, blonde
Miaaoirl
ley; Nevada , — .. --- -
New Jersey Wm. A, Newel]; New York, Mawhall O.
Brooks; North Carolina, James H. Harris; Ohi*'
hope of success upon the electoral vote of the
unltArl a* — *• • - - _
Howard; South Carolina,' R. H. Gleaves ; Tonnes-
Houth, secured through the efforts of those
ere recently arrayed against the nation ; and
ire, InrokBlu eamaat' attention of tbe oOfiiitxy to
Utah; Orange Jacobs. Washington; Joseph M. rm.—
this city about a year ago. He is part
owner of the Leavenworth Appeal. He
receives regularly a large income from
his English estate, which he devotee to
the gratification of his whims. On Mon-
day last Qreen felt more than usually
funny. He had seen a funeral proces-
sion, and it pleased him to have a little
funeral all to himself. Having first se-
cured the services of a bookman, he
directed him to drive to an undertaking
establishment, and there he ordered a
hearse and horses, and an empty coffin.
The coffin was put into the vehicle,
but before the doors were dosed the
Englishman said that it was his pleasure
to “get in there himself." After in-
structing the haokman to follow a certain
line bf procession at a given distance
from the heanto, he crawled inside, and,
lying down bende the coffin, lighted a
cigar. The procession then moved off to
Qhepokee street, at a funeral pace, the
hearse in front and the hack following.
As they went down Cherokee street
toward (he rifver, the knight of the black
plumes produced two bottles of whifcky,
which he placed alongside of the com
and proceeded to wind up a two days
spree. Presently they came in contact
with a large crowd, who were, on their
way to attend a festival, and who made
comments on the strange funeral proces-
sion* The Bngtish 1 corpse, becoming
anxious to know by what authority he




Ifi-JVe charge (he Democrnttc uu-ty aa being the
liff ; Arizona. DeForeat Porter; Dakota, Alexander I ^ .i..
Hughes ; Idaho, Austin Savage ; Montana, Benja-^ 0f the nation's recent foes ; with aasertlngand ai£-
Friary,’ h M-'pean
for each State.
to ordfcr at eight minutee after 11 o’clock.
Couldn’t Stand Our Climate.
An Esquimaux family lives near Fort




association, and, on hie motion, the convention
agreed to hear Mrs. 8. J. Spencer in behalf of n. The
on
Vtnrouib the period of’
against trusting a party thus alike unworthy,
ant, and I
Administrationmerits
iey suffer much from bold,
having changed their fur clothing for
American wear, which, they say, is full
of holes that let the wind through.
terrier dogs and active cats in British
Burmah, which, according to the annual
1874-75, lately issMed* is in wine parts
overrun by rats. These animals make
ranee, bfitowifig* torwity Wdfiee
the inhabitants to a state’ bordering on
with a visitation in the- shape 'of a rat
that the unfortunate inhabitants were
reduced to a precarious subsistence on
portion of his Dodv through one of the
fas oral panes of gloss on the side of
the hearse. The crowd oouldn’t stand a
corpse breaking its jump-
HOLLAND CITY NEWS.
Saturday, June 24, 187(5.
IBE WASHINGTON MONUMENT.
To (hi Pe»fife of the Vni*:d States:
Tbe approach of the one-hundredth an-
niversary of the nation’s birth vividly
brings before the mind of all true lovers of
the country the memory of him wh? was
"first in war, first in peace, and first in the
hearts of his countrymen.”
The monument to commemorate a
people’s gratitude to George Washington
hns remained in an unfinished condition
for more than twenty years, under the
shadow of the National Capitol; it is now
174 feet, and when completed will be 485
fret high,— a plain and simple obelisk, sur-
rounded et tbe base with a stone terrace
25 fret high and 200 feet in diameter. Tbe
cost to finish it is estimated at $500,000.
In tbe name of gratitude, patriotism,
and national pride the Monument Society
renews its earnest appeal for aid to dis-
charge a duty our country owes to the
brightest name in human history.
What more fitting time for the people
throughout the length and breadth of our
land, to make th^ir grateful offerings to this
noble work, to show their reverence for
the name of the “Father of this Country,”
!ban this Centennial jubilee of universal
rejoicing for the possession of our glorious
free institutions and amazing progress in
nil that makes and constitutes an enlight-
ened, powerful and great nation?
We appeal to the ministers of tbe Gos-
pel and Superintendents of Sabbath schools
to take up a collection on Sunday, the
tccond day of July next, or on any con-
venient day before or thereafter; above all,
wc appeal to the sovereign people, the im*
picgnable bulwark of the nation’s safety,
for the means of completing the monu-
ment.
We respectfully request that all contri-
butions may be sent direct to J. B. Smith,
Treasurer of the Washington National
Monument Society, at Washington, D. C.
We ask the liberal and patriotic press of
the country to keep this appeal before the
public up to the Fourth of July ensuing.
By order of the Society.
John B. Blakk, Secretary.
Washington Cm, June, 1876.
POET OF BLACK LAKE.
Thursday, June 22,1870. .
Clearances, Caledonia, Racine 80 cds.
wood; schr Tri-Color, Chicago, 84 m ft
lumber; scow Banner, Racine. 60 m ft
lumber; schr Mary, Chicago, 70 cds wood;
schr Contest, Kenosha, 00 cds wood; schr
Joses, Chicago, 05 cds woid; schr Katie
Fisher, Davis’ Pier, 70 bbl flour; schra.ouvi asotio a ici. iv uui uuur; u u
Spray, Racine, 84 m ft lumber; schr Wol-
lin,' Kenosha, 60 m ft lumber; schr Gari-
baldi, Racine, 80 cds wood; schr Tri-Col-
or, Chicago, 80 m ft lumber.
Arrivals, Schr Caledonia, light; schr
Tri-Coror, 12 bbls sugar, 100 pkgs mdse.
LOST HOST!!
DBTWBEN Grandville and Holland Monday
LI ujght June 19th, a Brown Traveling Bag or
Satchel, probably taken by mistake. Please re-_ 
turn the same to
VAN LANDEGEND & MKLI9.
Holland, Mlcb.
JUST RECEIVED
scow Banner, light; schr Mary light; schr
Contest, 100 busn oats; schr Home, 54 m
lath; schr Joses, light; schr Hattie Fisher
80 cds stave bolts; sch Tri-Color, lOO^pgs
mdse; schr Spray 300 bbl salt; schr .
lin, 20 bgs com; schr Garibaldi, light.
Thk Department of the Netherlands is
one of the most striking* objects in the
whole Centennial Exhibition. It occu-
pies a large space and is filled with fine
manufactures, and highly decorated It
attracts every visitor.--- •
What the Merchants Say— Tlie mer-
chants everywhere who sell D. B. DeLand
& Co.’s /felt Chemical Saleratus, say that
no article ever sold gives such universal
satisfaction to customers. They like to
have customers pleased— especially the
ladies. They know It is the “Housewives’
Favorite”— that Chemical Salaratus. It is
better than Soda.






Feathers & Feather Beds.
— ALSO —
Baby Carriages, &c.
At Greatly Peduced Prices
— AT —
Gen. Teiiy’i Expedition.
The indications are that we are going to
have a pretty warm time with the Indians
this summer, and now that our forces are
nearing the field which the Indians have
undoubtedly selected as their fighting
ground, we deem it interesting to give the
latesi news we can find from the different
bodies of regular troops. We clip the
following from the Chicago Tribune:
Newspaper correspondence received
from Gen. Terry’s camp at the mouth of
Powder River, June 12, reports the com-
mand, officers and men, in good health,
and their nnimals in better condition than
when they started ,from Fort Lincoln.
Gen. Terry arrived at Powder River June
9, and proceeded up the Yellowstone 80
miles with two companies of cavalry, on
the Far Weal, where he met Gen. Gibbon’s
command. Gibbon had been in camp on
the Rosebud for ten days, surrounded by
Indians and short of rations, awaiting
supplies from Ellis, which he received
about June 1, when he pushed cn to the
YeMowstone. He had had no general en-
gagement, but lost three men killed by
Indians one day within sight of camp.
Ce'i. Brisbin, of Gibbon’s qommand, re-
posed Lcvtral hundred lodges of Indians
on the Rosebud, bnt on the opposite side
of the river frotti him. He was ordered
buck to the mouth of the Rosebud with
four companies. qf the Second Cavalry,
while Cusier was turned loose, with nine
companies of cavalry and two days’ rations,
on the opposite side of the Rosebud, and
Reno was sent up the Glendive River and
into the Big Horn Valley, with another
baitalion of cavalry. The supply depot
lias been moved from the month of the
Glendive to Powder River, where all of
the two commands are now located, except
the cavalry, which Is moving as above
stated. Pack-mules furnish transporta-
tion for the cavalry commands.
Gen. Terry met with no Indians, and
saw no fresh traces of them, not evea in
the Bad Lands, which are so well adapted
to Indian warfare, though much to the
surprise of all, they are now almost wholly
denitute of the game very necessary to en-
able the Indians to carry on the campaign.
The roada were simply fearful after the
severe snow storm of June 2. Snow fell
to the depth of 10 inches, but disappeared
next day. The Yellowstone is very high.
The Far West came down from Powder
River to Glendive, a distance of 72 miles,
at the rate of 28 miles an hour. The Yel-
lowstone is more favorable for navigation
than the Missouri. The channel it better
defined tod the water deeper, while the
banka do not cat.
FANT-LIEVENSE— At Holland City, June 7th,
by Rev. Abel T. Btewait, Mr. John T. Pant, to
MIbb Cornelia Llevense, both of Ventura, Mich.
BLACK M AN-WOLCOIT— At Holland City, June
8lh, by Rev. Abel T. Stewart, Mr, Bradley O.
Blackman to Francis Wolcott, both of Ventura,
Mich.
JOSCELYN-COW4.E3 — At Pigeon Station, Jnno
I6ih, by Rev. Abel T. Stewart, Mr. James F. Job-
celyn, of Ventura, to MIbb Ada E. Cowles of
West Olive, Mlcb.
J. M. Reidsema & Son.
Sheriff's Sale.
If you wish to sex a well assorted stock
of Goods for the Fall, and Winter trade, go















We invite the Public to come and examine our stock and
A beautiful assortment of Judg« f()r themselves. Ourlirie of clothing is very large and
“ ---- complete and we have no doutyt but we can satisfy all who
wish to purchase.
By vlrtno of two Wrl!n of Execution, tasaed out
of and under the Beal of the Clrcnit Court for tbe
County of Ottawa, one tented on the 30th day of
January, A. 0. 1871, and the other on the fifth day
of May A. D. 1C74, against the Goode and Chattlce,
and for want tbereoi', then against the Lands and
Tenementd of John Cochrane, and to me directed
and delivered, I have levied on all the Right, Title,
and Intereat of the aforesaid John Cochrane, of,wa •MV' v/ou va V \#UU V>V/V4AI caij\>, V7 1 »
In and to the following described lots, pieces or
parcels of laud, lying and being situated in the
county of Ottawa, State of Michigan, “to-wlt."
The North-west quarter of the North-east quarter of
section twenty-one (21) and the North half of the
North-west fractional quarter of section twenty-
one (21) all In town five (5) North range sixteen
(16) west. The (list piece or parcel containing forty
acres of land and the second piece containing thirty-
W AILTTED.
Everything in the line of Produce will be receiye and at
the highest market prices.
Holland, Mich., November 5, 1875.
Extensive Trade,
..... v
one acres of land, bo the same more or less, and
shall offer the same for sale, or such portion of said
prooerty as may be necessary to satisfy said exe-
cuiion, with costs and collection fees, at public
Jtyffial Itotices,
Notice!
Notice is hereby given to all persons
having an account on the books of J.
Fifield, to arrange a settlement of the same
within the next ten days, at the expira-
tion of which time they will be placed in
the hands of other parties for collection.
Fifield & Wrstveer.
Holland, Mich., June 23, 1876.
Why do they go to the City Bakery for
the best Raisins? Because they always
keep the very best.
Public Letting.
Notice is herebv given that sealed pro-
posals will be received at the Clerks’ office,
of the City of Holland, until Thursdav,
July 6, 1876, for the hauling of 75 to 100
cubic yards of gravel from the John Roost
gravel pit; said gravel to be placed be-
tween First street and the Black River
Bridge under the direction of the Com,
on Streets, Roads and Bridges. For fur-
ther information inquire of said committee.
John A. Roost, City Clerk.
Holland, Mich., June 20, IS'J.
Ice cold Lemonade kept at Pessink’s
City Bakery.
WALL PAPER
and curtains of every description, and all
kinds of new Furniture. Prices as low os
the lowest. At H. MEYER & CO.
Choice Sweet Oranges' and beautifftj
Lemons at Pessink’s Bakery.
Alumni Association.
There will be a meeting of the Alumni
of the Academic Department of Hope Col-
lege, in the College Chapel at 2 o’clock in
the afternoon on Tuesday, 27th inst.
The committee will make arrangements
for a Collation at 8 o’clock in the evening
of the same day.
Wm. A. Shields, Sec.
Hope College, June 2, ’70.
Do you like to see a flue assortment of
Candies? Go to the City Bakery.
Th* Belgian Pariiimeotaiy elections
have resulted it favor of the Catholics
Many, of the contests were exceeding!
Much fighting was Indulged in both in
Brussels «nd Ghent, and prominent Catho-
lic buildings were guarded by Government
troops. Many arrests were made, and at




The towboats TWI-LIGHT sod FANNY SHBIV-
ER will make regnlar trips every hour with tbe
----- m — A In V - * - - - I  VSchooners Spray sod Bates In tow. between the
head of Black and Van Patton's dock at the har-
bor. Those boat* and schooners are matrnlfbantlv
nn fs\s* tar 111 4 a hr a — -----
fitted up for the occasion, and will take passengersi" ‘ ipriesaMlthe round trip for the exceedingly low
Cents.





Has removed hts business to
QRMD RAPIDS, KICK
79 Monroe Street. • *
vendue, to the highest bidder therefor, at three of
the clock, IN THE AFTERNOON OF THE
SEVENTH DAY OF AUGUST, A. D. 1876. nt
the front door of the Court House In the City of
Grand Haven, Ottawa County, Michigan.
Dated: Grand Haven, June 20th, A. D. 1878.
ABIE WOLTMAN,
Sheriff of Ottawa Countv, Mich.
Howard & McBride, Attorneys, Hcltand, MIcA.
A Family Knitting Machine!
Now attrseting nnlversal attention by its aston-
ishing performances and its great practical value
for every day family use. It knits every possible
variety of plain or fancy work
With almost Magical speed,
and gives perfect shape and finish to all minni*nf»
It wUl fait a pair of locki 1
machine WARRANTED
At the Store of
WERKMAN & SONS,




Wejhave on handja large stock of
filter Gils,





The Proprietor announces to the Pubic that no
&IR9T-C I^SS^hTevory U°U”C
CIGARS! CIGARS!
We have the agency for one of the largest manu-
factories In the country and sell cigars at
Wholesale and Retail.
-O'
, XIVU. UI.U 1VVU,
Are dealt in very extensively by ns, and all





Onr aim In to pay the Highest Maikct Price for
all kinds of Country Produce, and we make this a
specialty. We never refuse to buy anything In this
line. Our connections are such that we can al-
ways pay the highest prices.
Holland, Oct. 28, 1875.
----- ------ perfect, and to do jintt
what is rfprtueated. A complete instruction book
accompanies each machine.
No. 1 Family Machine, 1 cylinder, 72 needles, $30.
No. 4 “ “ 3 “ 724100“ $40.
A sample machine will be sent to any part of the
United Mates or Canada, (where we have no agent).
ons[ccel^t of the^(rl* “•
Town, to whom very liberal cllicountg will* be
made.
Address, BicKroRDKNrrriNO Machine Mro. Co.
6.18-ly Sole Manufacturers, Brittleboro, W
Mortgage Sale.
Default having been made in the conditions of
DeFeyter BroJs,
— Dealers in
Wood, Lumber, Bark, Ties,
Timber, and all kinds
of Wood Produce.
every resp ct.
The Rooms are spacious and
well furnished with new and
elegant furniture.
Office on First Floor.
For the convenience of Commercial
Agents a large and well lighted sample
room has been fitted up on the
ground floor. Livery connect-
ed with the Hotel.
J. W. MINDERHOUT, Prop’r.
MEAT MARKETT.' ~ 4
— IN THE —
FIRST WARD.
The undersigned announces to the Public that
he has finished nis new Meat-Market, and is now
ready to supply his customers with all kinds of
Meats and Sausages. By promptness and fair deal-
ing he feela confident of giving aatirfaction to all
those who wish to favor him with part of their
trade.
The stand is one door west of G. J. Haverkate &
Son's Hardware Store.
Holland. April 8. 1875. W. BUTKAU.
We have put up in our woods, (on the Lake Shore
Road, two miles West of the white sci\pol-honse on
the Grand Haven road) a flrst-claae portable saw-mill
which Is now in good running order, and can serve
the public at any time with all kinds of building
material and fencing at low prices, and deliver the
same wherever wanted.
a certain Mortgage, dated the twenty-ninth day of
April A. D. 18(5, made and exeented by Louisa A.
Becker of the township of Wright, County of Ot-
tawa and State of Michigan, to Arthur £. Turner
Kent and
e office of...v v. .w. uu wvuu.j of Ottawa
and State of Michigan, on the first day of May A.
D. 1875, at eight o'clock In the forenoon. In Liber
No 7 of Mortgages, on page 129. On which said
mortgage there is claimed to be doe at the date of
thta notice, one hundred and aeventy-one dollars
and ninetjfawo wnts ($1TL92), besldesan attorney
mortgage, to be paid to said mortgagee, In case
of foreclosme; and no suit at law or In chancery
having been Instituted to recover said debt
or any portion th^eof; Now therelore, notice
is hereby given, that by virtue of tbe power
of sale contained in said mortgage, arid of the
1 prom "statute in inch case made and rovided, the said
morUage will be foreclosed by a aale of the mort-
gaged premises, or so much thereof as may be
necessary to satisfy the amonnt doe upon said
mortgage as afonald. (both principal and interest,
said attorney fee and the costs and expenses ot
wed by law,) at pnblic auction, to thesale, allowe- - ----- ------ w
nlgheet bidder, on the 19th day of September, A. D.
18itt, at one o'clock in the afternoon, at, the front
door of the couit house in the city of Grand Haven
In said County of Ottawa and State of Michigan,
that being the place for holding the Clrcoil Conrt
for said eonnty. Said mortgaged premises are des-
cribed in the said mortgage aa follows, to-wlt: All
that certain niece or parcel of land known and
described as follows, to- wit: Village lots number
uiuety-two (92) and ninety-three (&) as numbered
on tbe village plat tff the village of Berlin, and sit-
uated in the County ef Ottawa and State of Michi-
gan, on section number thirty-four (84) town eight
north of range thirteen (18) weet commencing at
tbe angle of the State road in the Village of Berlin,
and running north fbnr (4) degrees west two hun-
dred and thtrty-fonr (184) feet and three and one-
half (8)4) inches; thence south elghty-elx (88) de-
inning.ter of the said State road to the place of
Dated Jane 10th. A. D. 1878.
ARTHUR k. TURNER, Mortgage,
Miller 4 Voorhkis, AtCysfor Mortgages.
Will be pleased to see all hta old Mends and cus-
tomers that roqnhe anything It the clothing line.
W# make, cat and trim to order .....inany i o contests ly w. make, cat ind trim to ^iir MyAi^Tn Mr
In both. Ill
Repairing Neatly Done,
GIVE US A TRIAL, -
I. P. THIBOUT.5.18
FOB SALE!
* j-Q n a ^
HOUSE, STORE and LOT.
I offer for sale Lot 8, Block 41, being on the Sonth
Bast corner of Ninth and Market Streets. City of
"l&XAin:, Mick., March 8, 1875. Ti B<,LLS5f
Dbaotatto* lotto.
Uc to settle all acoonuts with Mr. J. Alban, who
will contlnne the business at the old stand.
J. ALBERS,
We can lengthen out so as to saw 40 feet, and
lit — . ̂  a. _ 1 _ — __ j , __ a ___ _ » a • . •  . *
will make long lumber and timber a specialty.
Our facilitica for getting out deck planks and
any kind of ship timber are unequaled.
All billa will be filled promptly and with des-
patch, and a fair dealing can be relied upon. Cus-
tom sawing done at bottom figures.
All kinds of Farm Products, taken In pay for
lumber and sawing, Also Wood. Bark and Rail-
road Ties, when delivered at our Pier on Lake
Michigan, or on any of the docks along Black
Holland, Mich., March 12, 1875. 4-tf
B. P. HIGGINS,
PHOTOGRAPHER,
Eighth St. Holland, Mich.
^£•3+5
All work burnished and finished in the latest style.
Old and Faded Pictures Copied, Enlarged and
worked op in India Ink. Oil or Water Colors.
hi
*3 2
1875. SPRING AND SUMMER. 1876.
- • - : TJrjfrr * 2
Millinery, Toys and Fancy Goods.
And a full line in Ladies’ Furnishing Goods,
Suits, Infants’ Misses and Ladies’ Cloaks, and
Cloaking, Spring and Summer Shawls,
Parasols, Fans, and Kid Gloves.
Hats for 50 Cents and Upward.
All the latest styles in Ties, Rochings, Collars and' Cuffs, and a full assortment of
Edgings, Standard Trimmings, Zephyr*, Germantown Wool and Canvas.
Gall and Examine. No Trouble to Show Goods.
Agents for the Sale of E. Butterick ft Go’s Patterns of Gar-
"ments and their celebrated Shears and Scissors.
Holland, Mich., May 35, 1878.
C. E. WYNNE.
L & S. VAN DEN BERGE,
' - - * HOLLAND, MIOKt.EIOHTH STREET
|0ttingis.
The weather is beautiful.
Dr. Phelps aud Dr. Urlspell have ar-
rived home from the General Synod.
A bov employed in Boydeu & Akelcy’s
mill at Grand Haven, Mich., had his
thumb cut off last week Friday.
H. Boone has made another trip West
after horses and returned on Monday even-
ing, bringing with him five fine horses.
The works of the Michigan Barrel Co.,
of Grand Rapids, Mich., which included
a saw-mill, were burned on Wednesday of
last week.
A surgical operation was performed by
Drs. Annis & Broek upon a son of Andrew
Steketee, Esq., removing a thmor. The
patient is reported as doing very well.
The picnics of both the First and Third
Reformed Churches will come off on Tues-
day next, June 27th. All arrangements
seem to have been made to make it pleas-
ant for the young folks.
The sermon before the graduating Class
of the Theological Seminary at Hope
College will be preached by Rev. C. E.
Crispell, D.D., on Sabbath evening next,
at 1% o’clock, in Hope Church.
Our City Marshal succeeded in arresting
a man by the name of W. H. Nichols, who
was charged with having robbed a son of
Jan Smit, of this place, of fifteen dollars,
at their boarding-house at Grandville.
He confessed the crime afterwards, and
was released on returning the stolen
amount.
Both our Fire engine companies were
out on Friday evening last to settle their
difference of opinion as to who can throw
water the greatest, distance. No. 1 man-
aged to throw four feet farther than No. 2,
aud seem to feel quite proud over 4, but
rumor has it that No. 2 is not satisfied and
wants another trial.
In speaking of our Fourth of July cele-
bration, our mind involuntarily turns to
the ladies who have children to attend to
on that day; they will do well to prepare
themselves by purchasing baby carriages,
which can be found in any style and for
low prices at Reidseraa & Son. See their
new advertisement in another column.
The evenings are made merry by the
practice of music for the Fourth. This
reminds us of the complaint made that
the choir lacks some male voices to bal-
ance the harmony. Certainly our young
men need not be at all backward to mingle
with such a handsome congregation of
young ladies, or do they lack the gallantry.
We hope not
A meeting of the Township Superin-
tendents of schools was held at Nunica,
June 0. Mr. A. Visscher represented the
Township of Holland, and was appointed
a member of their executive committee.
The object of the meeting was the form-
ing of an Association to premote unanim-
ity in examinations. The meeting was
harmonious and instructive.
Henry Kracht, after losing his left eye
some years ago by a piece of bark acci-
dentally getting into it, will now in all
probability have to lose the other one.
About three weeks ago he accidentally got
a chip of a stone into Ids right eye, dam-
aging it to such an extent that his doctors,
Annis & Broek, think he will lose his eye-
sight entirely. This is truly terrible. '
An accident occurred on Wednesday
evening in front of the jEtmr Hpuse that
should be a warning to youngsters. While
Mr. H. J. Boone was passing along 8th
street with horse and wagon, one of Mr.
Zalsman’s little girls heedlessly got in
front of the hone, who, in trying to Jump
out of her way, knocked her over, and
while she was lying prostrate the wheel of
the wagon passed over her head, injuring
her severely.
P. & A. Steketee’s building is nearing
completion. During Jhi* week the roof
has been finished and part of the floors
laid. The sash and doors are made in the
Phoenix Planing Mill of U. W. Verbeek &
Co., and we deem it not out of place to
notice the facilities this mill has for turn-
ing out first-class work. While passing
through the mill we were shown a door in
course of construction that was intended
for a building in the country, but was
costly and beautiful enough for a city
mansion .
Among the many good and pleasant
tilings we occasionally see and hear we
mention the new patent butter tub and
fish-box, Invented only recently by Mr. J.
f E. Higgins. It would be well for every
dealer or manufacturer of butter to go and
see Mr. Higgins, for we rest assured that
it will recommend itself at once. As far
ns the citv and community at large ire
concerned it will certainly rank among
those institnlionB which are financially
healthy. Mr. Higgins Is already manufac-
turing them, and has received more orders
than he can fill single-handed. Thus a
good manufactury is in its birth, and we
hope Mr. H. will carry it on and extend It
to its utmost. '
Dr. Van Raalte is still suffering intense
pain.
Mrs. Heber Walsh, and her oldest soli,
Walter C., have started on a summer tour
to Saratoga, Philadelphia, and other points
of interest.
The Deer Lake saw-mill at Ishpemiug,
Mich., is euttliog 15,000 feet of lumber
per day. y <
We understand that the, action ot the
General Synod was favorable to retaining
the Theological Department of Hope
College jn our midst.
By somebody's carelessness a car was
allowed to run down grade on Harring-
ton's Dock, and before it could be stopped
it plunged ihto Black Lake.
The General Commencement of Hope
College will be held in the 8d Reformed
Church, Wednesday, June 28th, at 7% P.M. . T. ROMEYN BECK,
 Set? y Qen. Faculty.
List of letters remaining in the Post
Office at Holland, Mich., June 22, 1870:
William Clendenen, Capt. Edwards, Hiley
Fletcher, Joseph Henry, Ed. La Cost, A.
L. Singer.
Wm. Verbeek, P. M.
The closing Rhetortojl Exercises of the
Preparatory Department of Hope College
will take place On Monday evening, June
2Cth, in the College Chapel. Exercises
will begin at 7J^ o’clock. The public are
invited. The Commencement Exercises
will be held in the 3d Reformed Church,
on Wednesday evening, June 28lh.
Mr. Ferris was up in our office to show
us a ben’s egg of extraordinary size, meas-
uring 6 inches in circumference and 8
inches longtitudinal circumference. He
has the Cochin breed, and says the hen
and rooster weigh 18 pounds togctlier. Mr.
Ferris speaks very high of this kind of
fowl, and we take if for granted that he is
posted.
Accidents ssem to become fashionable.
A few days ago a laborer by the name of
Steenhart dropping a stone on one of his
fingers injured it to such an extent that
amputation was necessary. A boy of Van
dcr Haw gave himself a severe cut across
the inside of the hand while in the act of
skinning a calf. Dr. A Broek attended
to both cases.
Reports from the Upper Missouri re-
port the highest water known for many
years. Several small settlements above
Sully have been swept away, and at the
Cheyenne Indian Agency the Government
troops and stores have been removed to
Sully. The country where the Agency is
located is nearly all under water. The
The river is rising at the rate of a foot in
twenty four hours. At Fort Sully the
river is now 11 feet above low water.
Among the material improvements
around this city we can mention the ex-
tensive orchard Mr. Husted is laying out,
which he intends to enlarge to the extent
of 40 acres. We hope he will be success-
ful. Tbis is u move in the right direction ;
the more we can produce for shipping in
the line of fruit, or in fact, anything of
which we can ship a surplus tends to
create the necessity for a regular steam-
boat line to Chicago. This is what we
need, and we are sure Capt. Goodrich is
ready to run a line here at any time when
it becomes apparent that it will cover the
expense of such an undertaking. This
fruit-raising in connection with a pleasure
resort at the mouth of Black Lake, will
afl'ord a rich harvest for judicious enter-
prise.
*?
The Centennhfl Exhibition is just now
beginning to influence foreign tra/el in
tills direction^ It is too soon to expect
the coming of considerable numbers of
European visitors to an exhibition which
is scarcely vet organized,; but tidings from
the other side of the ocean are that the
passenger lists of westward-bound steam-
ships are beginning to grow already, and
we have reason to hope that the months of
July, August and September will add
largely to the number of European guests.
America is no longer an unknown land to
the people of other countries, and foreign
tourists wisely choose to come hither late
enough in the summer to escape our
“heated term,” and to see the glories of
autumnal weather.
• --- -  V
Capt. R. Schaddelee of the schoonen
Joses was severely injured on Saturday
last. While they were loading in the bayou
on that day they Improved every oppor-
tunity to dry their sails, and In one of
these attempts the topping-lift of the fore-
boom parted and brought it down against
his shoulder and his ankle, breaking the
leg in two places and dislocating the anklgx
The news was immedlatelv sent up town
and Drs. Schoute^Jind Morris were sum-
moned to attend to the sufferer, and after
temporarily dre8sing\imfhe wu brought
up town by a tow-boat
his anxious family in
hour of writing we are
still suffering severe








In charge of bis mate, Mr. PMnCc, for the
time being, who will continue \to sail her
to (he best of Ids ability.
If you want some excellent Imported or
| Domestic Perfumeries, by the measure or
I bottle, go to J. O. Doesburg,* Drug Store.
Foster Stanchflcld are cutting about
250,000 feet of logs per week at their
camp near Ludington, Mich.
CovbTjL, Nufer & Co., built an addition
to the engine room of their shingle mill
at Whitehall, Mich., last week.
The Long Point mill, Whitehall, Mich.,
commenced operations last week. Ever}'
mill on White Lake is now running full
blast.
A San Antonia (Texas) butcher’s direc-
tion to a man who was to deliver some
hogs at his house: “You choostgoes pe-
hind de Menger and turns to de right till
you comes to a fence mil a hole in it, den
you turns up de right for a while till you
see house mil a big hog in de yard. Dot’s
me.
The vindication of Speaker Kerr has
been complete, and the accusation brought
against him a fortnight ago by Lawrence
Harney of New York has been pronounced
false and groundless. The report of the
committee in his favor was unanimous,
aud on Monday the House adopted the un-
common method of sustaining that report
by a rising vote, which was also unani-
mous. Mr. Kerr might well display his
gratification at this result of the investi-
gation of the Harney story. It is now
time that Harney himself was taken iu
hand.
The different committees in charge of
the preparation for the celebration of the
Fourth of July are all very hard at work.
Professor Downie is hard at work training
his singers and bringing them up to the
patriotic pitch from which we expect to
be treated on the Fourth. Mr. Schaddelee
is well advanced with his financial work
and confidently expects to “pace the mark
when the bell rings.” L. T. Kanters and
Wm. Van Putten are progressing nicely
in bringing forward the representation of
the Old Tli ir teen States aud the Goddess
of Liberty by having selected some of the
handsomest young ladies in town for that
purpose. The committee on invitation
have been extending them with a lavish
hand, aud no doubt will get a good re-
sponse. The committee on fireworks seem
to be ready for business. They propose to
give the ladies a seat on the platform to
enable them to see the grand display while
they regale the mass with some of their
choicest songs. The whole arrangement
promises well. An attractive feature will
be the Indians in the procession. The
Fire Department will turn out aud display
their new and brilliant uniforms to the
best advantage. Mr. Burke is hard at
work on the balloon, and the material is
all purchased, but there is hardly time to
fiuish it as it should be. Mr. Van fiebel-
ven has got one of those arduous tasks as-
signed him, which requires incessant labor
and research, namely, to produce a his-
torical sketch of this city and settlement,
but we are happy to say that he is well
enough advanced to predict a very inter-
esting narrative. The brass band is vastly
improved by hard practice and increase in
number and will astonish a great many.
The following is the programme for the
exhibition of our fire-works during the
evening:
1. A flight of bright gold rain Sky Rockets.
2. Large fl hall Roman Candlea.
3. Revolving Caprice.
4. A flight of bright gold yaln Sky Rockets.
t>. Large 6 ball Roman Candles.
6. Six Inch Bangola Lights.
7. Open Triangles.
8. Diamond Star.
9. A flight of half pound Rockets.
10. Large Six ball Roman Candles.
»• ...... - “ Colored Stars.
12. Rosetta.
18. Large flower Pots.
14. Monitor Battery.
15. Largs six ball Roman Candles.
15. Four Onnce Triangles.
17. Two pointed Stars.
18. Rosettes.
19. Evening Glory.
80. A flight of one pound Rockets.
*1. Tri-colored Union Candles.
22. Flower Pou.
28. Bangola Lights.
24. Eruption of Vesuvius.
25* Oolden Star Roman Candles.
23. Colored Bengola Lights.
27. Mines with Stars.
28. Rosettes. , '
29. Washington Illuminated. •





A flight of Rockets.
!. Excelsior Tri-color Union Candles.
87. Large 8 ball Roman Candles.
88. Roman Candles colored stars large six ball.
8*. “ *• “ extra large.
40. Flower Pou.
41. One pound Bengola lights.
42. Mines with Stan.
*4 Fixe pointed aUrs.
44. Glory of Night.
45. Excelsior Trt colored Union Candlea.
40. Large 8 hall Romas Candles.
47. Rosettes.
48. Six Inch Bengola llgbta.
49. Roman Candles, colored stars.
B0. OpA Triangler.
51. Colored Bengola lights.
59. Mines with Sun.
58. Five pointed atari.
54. 1770 & 1870 in IS inch letters.
CITY BAKERY.
The undersigned has succeeded to the
aboye business, and shall continue
to carry on
BAKING & CONFECTIONERY
At the same old stand on Eighth street, in
the City of Holland. I guarantee the
Public that at all times they will
find me supplied with a full
line of goods such as
should be kept in a
FIRST-CLASS BAKERY.
Fresh Bread, Biscuits, Rusks, Crackers
of all kinds, Cakes, Pastm also Rye
Bread, Graham and Bogtou Brown Bread.
All special orders will be promptly filled.
Assorted Confectionery.
Plain and Fancy Candies, a fall assort-
ment of Nuts and such other notions in
this line as wijL lender this establishment
complete in this respect.
Joslin & Breyman,
Watchmakers & Jewelers,
Bankbuilding, Cor. Eighth and Rlvti St.
REFRESHMENTS.
Oysters by the can or dish, cove oysters,




Coffee and Tea will be served at all
flours. ̂
CIGARS & TOBACCO.
The former patronage of the Public is
respectfully solicited.
G. J. A. PE9SINK.
Holland, Mich., Nov. 20, 1875.
Welton & Akeley,











Mowre Welton & Akeley h»ve bought out the
itock and tr*de of M. P. YlPien and will continue
the buBlnees at the old stand. If good goods and
low prices will continue to draw them their heavy
trade they are sure to retain It Ageneral Invitation
Is extended to all to call and vieifthe crippled auc-
tioneer.
Hollakd, November 11. 1ST!.
BOOTS & SHOES
E. HEROLD,





Full line for the Winter trade.
Holland, Jan. 1, 1870.
J. 0. DOESBUHG,
mil ui;nuu.




Are sold as cheap at this Drug Store as at any






All the leading Patent Medicines In the market.
A full Block of the very beat Perfumery sold In
bottle or by meaaure.
J. O. DOESBUHG.
Holland, Mich., July 80, 187&
Nathan Kenyon, Banker.
HOLLAND, MIOH.,
Does ageneral Banking, Exchange, and Col-
lection btulneaa. UoUectlona made on all points
in the Uni ted 8tate« and Europe. Partlcnlaratten-
tion paid to the collections of Banks and Bankers.
Remittances made on day of payment. All btul-
ness entrusted to me ehall have prompt atten-
tion. Interoet allowed on time deposits, subject
to check at sight Foreign exchange bought
and sold. Tickets to and from all polntaln Europelnta In 
•old at my offlee. t : »
105 N. KEN YUM.
Golden Machine Oil.
BT TUB GALLON, A1
J. O. DOESBURG.
Holland, July 7, 1875.
FOF SALE or TO RENT.
Having disposed of most ol our old stock, we have
occupied my new quarters, on RIVER STREET
with a beautiful stock of everything
pertaining to a complete






We request all of onr old friends to come and sec
ns In our new place and satisfy themselves as to
the above.
Mr. J. Wykhulzen, has established himself with
us, and will be pleased to see his old custom-
ers aud friends continue th el rformer favors.
All Repairing will be Neatly
and Promptly executed.
Holland, Mich., Feb. 22, 1875.
2-1 y JOSLIN & BREYMAN.
Boots and Shoes.
A new stock of Goods has Just been opened, snd
we can state to the Public that It has been.;
bought expressly for this season of the year.






Onr Intention Is to offer these goods at low
price, and we request the trading public to call and
examine.
CUSTOM WORK A SPECIALTY,
AND
ms ME ON SHORT ROTICE
Cash Paid for Hides
L. BPRIET8MA ft SON.
Holland, February 20, 1874.
•KcMy
Slooter & Higgins,
Have Just removed to their new and capacious
store on the corner of Fish and 8th street, opposite
Haverkate’s Hardware Store, where we will con-
stantly keep on hand a full stock of
Flour, Feed, Groceries,
and Produce.
Which wo will sell at
LOW PRICES For CASH Only.
We will also take Butter and Eggs in Ex-
change for our goods. Goods will be






to exchange for ether property will also be enter-ic
Ulned.
For furthetfnformatlon apply to
P. ZAL8M AN,
. _ Holland, Mich
Oct. 15 1875.
From and after this date, I
intend to devote to this line of
tfade the necessary attention,
and will keep on hand a com-
plete stock of White Granite
and C. C. Ware.
A liberal deduction to
those who buy sets or in large
quantities.
* Rockingham and Yellow
Ware in large supplies.
'  G. J. VAARWERK.





Of this place, baa added to fala splendid Wooden
Pump the Iron Drive Well Pump, and la ready to
forniih *jUnd wgbodjwith afi kinds of Pumps:
Pumpe, Pony kngine Pumps, Md unrthinf inUie
toHe%n also put down Drive wen point* on wood




_ _ .. ..... _____ ________ - -
T Wit. WINTIK.
[L poem regd at the reunion of the Amy o
Patomao, Philadelphia, Jrtned, 1876.]
Aright on the sparkling award, this day,
llw youthful summer uleama:
Theaoaet Ip the south wind play ;
Thewlumberon* woodland dreams ;
^ It
*TUe blue Potomac flows, hi peace, , V
•Down to the peaceful sea.
'No echo f romnhe atomy patt
Alarms ue placid vale-
Nor cannon roar, nor trumpet blast,
Nor shattered soldier’s wall.
Thereto nothing left to mark the atnfe,
The triumph, or the pain,
TWhere nature to her general life
Takes back our Uvea again.
'Get, fa your vision, evermore,
•Beneath affrighted sklea,
W.Ui cta»h of sonnd, with reck of gore,
The martial pageant* rise.
Audacious banners rend the air,
Dark steeds of battle neigh.
And frantic through the sulphurous glare
Naves on the crimson fray !
Not time nor chance nor change can drown
Tour memories proud and high,
Nor pluck your star of greatnea* down
From glory’s deathless sky !
For# re more your fame shade bide—
Tour valor tried and true ;
JLnd that which makes your country’* pride
JUay well be pHd* t0 yon If • ,'{ ft .<
Forever through the soldier's thought
The soldier’s life returni—
Or where the trampled fields are fought
Or where the camp-fire burns.
For him the pomp of morning brings
A thrill none else can know ;
For him night waves her sable wings
O’er many a nameless woe.
mow often, fice to face with death,
In stern sunjtfnso he stood,
'•While bird and insect held their breath
Wltbln the ambushed wood !
•Again he sees the silent hills,
With danger’s menace grim ;
-And dark y all the shuddering rills
Nun red with blood, for him.
For him the cruel sun 01 neon
Olares on a bristling plain ;
For him the cold, disdainful moon
Lights meadows rough with slain.
' There’s doath in every sight he sees,
In every sound he hears ;
And a unset hush and evening breeze
Are sad with prisoned tean.
Again, worn out with midnight march,
He sinks beside the track ;
Again, beneath the lonely arch,
His dreams of home come back ;
In morning wind the roses shake
Around his cottage door,
And little feet of children make
Their music on the floor.
Tlie tones that nevermore on earth
Oaa bid his pulses leap,
•Sing cut again, in careless mirth,
Across the valea of sleep ;
And where, in horrent splendor, roll
The wave# of viefry’s tide,
The chosen comrades of his soul
Are glorious at his aide !
Forget ! the arm may lose Its might,
The tired heart beat low,
Tbe sun from heaven blot out his light.
The west wind cease to blow ;
But, while one spark of life is warm
Within thla mold of clay,
»• aotil win revel in the storm
Of that tremendous day.
On mountain slope, In lonely glen,
By fate’s 'divine command,
The blood of those devoted men
Has sanctified this land !
The funeral moss— but not In grief—
Waves o’er their hallowed rest ;
Aud net in grief the laurel leaf
Drops on the hero's breast !
fears for the llvirIng, when God’s gift-
wastes, like the shattered spars that drift
Upon the unknown sea !
Tears for the wreck who sinks at last,
No deed of valor done;
lint no tears for the sonl that past
When honor’s fight was won l
He takes the hand of heavenly fate
Who lives and dies for truth 1
N« him the holy angels wait,
In realms df endless youth !
The grass upon hlssrave 1* green
With everUsting bloom?
And love snd blasriage make the sheen
Of glory round the tomb !
Mourn not for them, the loved and gone !
The cause they died to save
Plants an eternal corner-stone
Upon the martyr's grave ;
And, aafe from all the ills we pase, .
Their sleep Is sweet and low,
’Neath requiems of the murmuring grass
And dirges of the snow.
That sanset wafts his holiest kiss
Through evening’s gathering shades,
That beauty breaks the heart with bliss
The hour before ft fades,
That music seems to merge with heaven
Just when its echo dies.
II natortto saered promise
. Of life beyond the skies 1
igh
if
Monm not l ln life aad death they teach
This thought— thla truth— sublime ;
' Thereto no man free, except he reach
And, hooding all the world with hope,
He ye taught us to forgive.
No soldier spurns a fallen foe l
No hate of human-kind
Caa darken down the generous glow
That fires the patriot mind !
But lofrtj shall make the vanquished strong,
And Justice lift their ban—
Wiiere rlgh’ qo more can bend to wrong
Jior man be slave to man.
f»0 from their quiet graves they speak,
do speaks that quiet scene-
There wood and stream and flower and bird
A pure Content declare;
And where the voice of war was heard
la heard the voice of prayer. •7_T ; ;
*Onoe m<W in perfect love, 0 Lord,
Our aliened btarts unite ;
Il/il
-And since beside Potomac’s wave !
There’s nothif>g left but peace,
B? filled at last the open grave,
>d let the aprrow cease. § >
l
And so # ( •
Sweet, from the pltyIai“aortflera pines,
Their loving whisper flows ;
And sweetly, where the orange shines,
The palm tree wooa the rose ;





But to cut a long story short— for the
pen and paper gossip may be more dig-
nified but not a whit better than tea
table scandal — I had been an invalid all
the previous winter.
a FUmJEB iy , THE WJMMBBSESS.
• Do you ever judge, reader, of the
cbAcacter of the inmates from the physi-
ognomy of their houses ? Ido. And
wneii the stages swept round the corner
I looked out eagerly, for as the driver
had told me. about ten rods up the roil
stood tlie house of Philander White.
His wife was my mother's own oonstti,
«Dd I was just thirteeri years old tffcen l
went there to make my first visit There
had been some quarrel between the two
families two or three-score years anterior
to my visit; and though my mother and
Mrs. White never participated in this,
the fend of their ancestors had doubt-
When soft April days (to which my
mother looked forward sd eagerly) came,
they brought no bloom to my cheek, no
vigor to my step. My constitution
seemed to have lost all its recuperative
power: and the doctor said : “ Send her
into the opnhtry, Miss May. If that
don't help her she is lost to you."
Just before this Mrs. white had
learned through a mutual friend of my
illness, aijd the very day of the blunt
physician’s ultimatum brought a letter
to my mother.
“For the sake of my old love,” it
read, “let all that may have come be-
tween you and me be lost in the pleasure
of better memories. The hills of Meadow
Brook are clothed again with greenness,
and now in this late May ifl the time for
Jennie to come to us. There is a
prophecy of health for her in the soft
wind that lifts the edge of my paper as I
write. We know she is your all, and we
will bo very tender of your darling.
Will you not trust her for a single sum-
mer?" .
And before another week was passed
my trunk was packed and marked,
“Philander White, Meadow Brook.”
I looked out, as I have said, and there
sat the pleasant white house, with its
green window blinds, the shrubbery in
front, and the cherry trees Ixjhind. My
heart went out to it, and at once; and it
did a moment later to the gentle- voiced
woman and the fair, dork-haired girl
who rushed out on the front steps and
kissed my cheek, said, “Cousin Jennie,
you are very welcome.”
But it is not all to tell yon of that
summer, though I look across the gray
year to its picture in the Maryland of
my memory that I have taken up my
pen this morning. Suffice it that the
mountain breezes of Meadow Brook did
their work well; and when in early
autumn my mother came for her child,
she could hardly identify the rosy-
cheeked girl who rushed in with her
curls dangling about her face and held
up her rosy lips for a kiss.
I think it must have been nearly two
months after my domestication at Aunt
Mary’s— for so I call my mother’s cousin
—when Uncle Charles Brace, her hus-
band’s brother, visited her. He was a
minister, and Cora and I had anticipated
the gentleman’s advent with anything
but pleasant emotions. Our precon-
ceived notions of the clergyman’s
elongated visage and solemn, puritanical
manner; which, we regarded as necessary
concomitants of the profession, soon
vanished before the beautiful kindling
of his smile and the winning gentleness
of his manner. He was Unde Phil’s
youpgest brother and opt more than
twenty-eight at that time; and his re-
ligion had deepened and harmonized his
fine poetic temperament without check-
ing the outflow of that under-current of
humor which sparkled through his char-
acter. Uncle Charles was soon our com-
panion in our rides and rambles, and
our confidant in our girlish plans,
“Ion don’t really mean so, Uncle
Charlie,” and Cora’s bright face was
lifted from the roses and geraniums we
were weaving into the bouquet for the
mantel. „ “ You don’t really think what
you just qaid, that in every heart there
is a fountain ; some blossom in the
human wilderness of every souh”
He put down his paper and came
toward us. “I have not a doubt of it,
my little girl. The story I was just
reading of the hardened old man who
cried because a child gave him a bunch
of marigolds, corroborates my remark.
The light that is toiis cannot quite be-
come daAness ; the hearts that might
bring forth a hundred fold for harvests
of heaven, will never become snob
deserts but some good seed will take
root therein.”
“ I don’t believe it would, though, in
Farmer Keep. You don’t know him as
well as I do, Uncle Charlie. He’s one
of the richest men in all Meadow Brook ;
he’s worth thousands and thousands.
He's a bachelor, you know, and lives in
the great red house on the road to
Woodbury, you remember. Well, he
never goes to church ; he never loved a
human being in his life. Now don’t
think Farmer Keep— why, Grandma
Deane, how do you do?"
The lady whose entrance put this
sudden period to my cousin’s peroration,
came slowly towara the rooking chair.
Cora drew it out for her. She was the
oldest lady in the village. The hair
under her cap, white as hillside snow,
had imprisoned the sunshine of fourscore
and ten summers ; but she still retained
much of - the phyricaL stamina which,
with her active sentiment, had made her
so vigorous a woman for many years.
“What’s tn at you’re saying, child,
about Farmer Keep ?” said the old lady
with a pleasant smile, os she pinned her
knitting sheath to her waist. >
“ Why, I was telling Uncle Charlie
what a cold, hard man he is. You’ve
always known him, Grandma Deane,
and now did he ever do a good thing or
(* fVer love anybody in hjs life ?”
4 i. “ Yes, he loved a giriohoe, I think I
remember.” ““ r -
“Farmer Keep loved a girl once?”
Repeated Cora, with a half contemptons
and wholly skeptical curl of her red
hi*.
“She’s forgotten,” she added in an
undertone to Uncle Charlie and me, for
Grandma Deane was slightly deaf.
“ X have held Lucy Beid on my lap too
often and rocked her cradle— poor, little
motherless thing!— too many times to
have forgotten.
Cora’s look of incredulity was giving
way to one of curiosity.
“Grandma Deane, won’t you tell us
all about it ? Jennie and I will sit down
on the stool, and I know by that look in
Uncle Charlie’s eye, he wants to hear it,
too. Come, let the flowers go, Jennie ;”
and my vivacious cousin established her-
self at the old lady’s feet
r Grandma Deano slipped the yarn
around her little finger and commenced :
“ Let me see. It cannot be jpore than
forty- two or three years this summer
since Justin Keep came up to Farmer
Reid’s to let himself out for the harvest
boy, 1 through harvesting. The Reid
house stood a little this side of Stony
Creek. There is nothing left of it notf
except the chimney, and it looks out
gray and cold from the grass pll about
it ; but forty years ago it was a fine old
place, with lilaoa, and the hop vines run-
ning all around the back. Lucy was
hardly three weeks old when she lost her
mother. Her father never married again
and the child grew up there in the old
home as fair and sweet as the flowers
about her.- She was turning into fifteen
when Justin came that summer. He was
a shy, stronge sort of a lad, and the
neighbors said Farmer Reid would never
get the salt for his porridge out of him.
He’d been bound out until he was
eighteen to some mau down in Maine,
and he hadn’t a relation in the world he
knew of, nor a decent suit of ojothes,
when he came to Farmer Reid’s house.
But for all that, Justin proved a smart,
likely boy ; and the firmer, who some-
how was never very beforehanded — I
always thought his wife’s sudden death
hurt him— found that Justin was a real
prize.
“At first he was gloomy and silent,
doing his work and taking little notice
of anybody. But he couldn’t stand it
long before Lucy. - 1 wouldn’t like to
have the heart that that girl’s smile
wouldn’t have thawed out. She was just
like a bird around the old place, singing
from morn till night, and her blue eyes,
that were like her mother’s, seemed to
be sending out one laugh and her lips
another. I never wondered her father
doted on her as he did, and, of course,
Justin wasn’t long in the house before
she tried to make friends with him.
“Poor fellow! it must have seemed
very strange to him at first, for I don’t
believe anybody had given him a kind
word until he came to Meadow Brook.
But he made ladders for her flowering
vines to run on, aud got shells for the
borders, and propped up the dahlias,
and did a thousand other things which
took them out into the garden after sup-
per, and made them the best of friends.
“Lucy had a playful childish way
about her that made her seem much
younger than she was ; then she was
small of her age, so that at fifteen she
did not seem a bit older tlian you are,
Cora.
“Well, she rode on top of Justin’s hay
cart and helped him husk com in the
bam, and pretty soon the farmer noticed
a change in Justin. He got him a new
suit of clothes, and liis face lost its down
look, and after harvesting Farmer Reid
made him an offer to tarry all winter. So
Justin stayed, taking Lucy’s advice, and
went to the district school and, though
he had no education before, he went
ahead of many an older scholar that win-
ter. Justin stayed with the farmer four
years ; then he had a good offer some-
where in New York State, and conclud-
ed to stop for the winter only.
“Lucy Reid had grown into a young
woman by this time ; and a handsomer
one, children, these dim eyes never
looked upon. I don’t know how it hap-
pened, for Lucy might have had her
pick among the boys for miles around,
but somehow she took to Justin, and
when he left, they were engaged to be
married one year from that time. ”
“Why, Grandma Deane! you ain’t
going to stop now?” cried Cora in alarm,
for the old lady had laid down her knit-
ting.
“ No, my child,” she said, moving her
spectacles and wiping her eyes; “but
the rest is a sad story, and I must hurry
over it. I don’t exactly know how it
happened, but that winter Lucy’s father
got into a terrible lawsuit with Squire
Wheeler. There was^some flaw in the
title, and the people said it was plain
the old man should let the homestead
go. They said, too, he’ll never survive it;
and better perhaps, he never had, than
kept it as he did ; but one day Squire
Wheeler, to all the neighborhood’s as-
tonishment, rode over to the farm.
“ What he did there was never exactly
known ; but in a little while it was
rumored that the suit was withdrawn,
and next spring Lucy Reid was to be
married to his son, Stillman Wheeler.
And so it was. One bright March day
she went to the old church yonder and
gave herself to him. He was a good-
looking man, but never over-smart, the
neighbors whispered; and I always
thought that it was his father’s money,
more than anything else, that kept him
“But Justin, Grandma Deane— what
became of him?”
“There is a dark look about the whole
matter. Lucy was made the victim of
some terrible falsehood. I never blamed
her father, for the losing of the ' home-
stead seemed completely to shatter Mm
I only know that Squire Wheeler aud
his son were at the bottom of Jt, and
that Lucy Reid went to the altar, be-
lieving that Justin had been false to
her.”
“Dear me, how dreadful 1 Did he
ever come back ?”
“Yes, the next May. Lucy had been
a wife two months. Justin had not
heard of her marriage. She was at
home visiting her father. When she
first saw him she fell down like one
stricken with a fit. But ho carried aher
into the house and there learned all
Both had been deceived.”
“It was a terrible scene the old front
room witnessed. Justin strore ven-
geance, and it was not till, with clasped
woman. All the light and gladness of
her being seemed dead in her. Slid
moved about her house pale  and quiet,
with a look of patient suffering in her
once sunny eyes that made my heart
ache to behold. ’
“ And her huaband-did the ever, tell
/SHWttissw.
had died in less than two years after the
marriage. The Squire was mqch less
wealthy than was supposed. The next
spring Lucy and her husband moved
Westland somehow people lost sight of
“And Justin?”
“ You know the rest, my child. He
became a moody, unhappy man, asking
no sympathy and giving none. But he
was always smart at a bargain and in a
few years he laid up enough money to
buy Deacon Platt’s farm when his son
went South. Ever since, he has added
acres to bis lands and hundreds to the
banks ; but for all that, he is a man
soured toward all his race— a man who
was never known to give a little child
a smile or a beggar a crust of bread. I
have sometimes thought his heart was
like a desert, without a tree to shade or
a stream to gladden it. And yet it bore
a bright blossom once ; and believe me,
children, for it is the word of an old wo-
man who has seen and known much of
the ways of man, it is always so. The
heart may be a great wilderness, but in
some of its by-ways there has grown a
flower.”
Cora and I looked at each other aud at
Uncle Charlie. Just then Aunt Mary
came in. She had been out and had not
heard of Gradma Deane’s visit. But
Cora stole up to her uncle, and, winding
her arms about his neck, whispered:
“I shall believe it always, Undo
Charlie, now I have heard tne story of
Farmer Keep, that there is a blossom in
the wilderness of every heart. ”
It was a sultry August day in the sum-
mer I passed at Meadow Brook. The
wind, low and slumberous as the hush of
a mother’s voice at nightfall, crept up
among the corn and down among the
rye and wheatfields, that lay like broad
green folds about the dwelling of Farm-
er Keep. There was no poem of flowers
about the front yard; no graceful, har-
monizing touches of creeping vine or
waving curtains about the old red home-
stead ; and yet it had a quiet, subetan-
tial, matter-of-fact physiognomy, that
somehow made a home feeling about
your heart.
I think it must have been this uncon-
scious feeling which decided the course
of the girl who stood at the point where
the roads diverge, and gazed wistfully
about her that afternoon. She seemed
very tired, and her coarse straw bonnet
and calico dress were covered with dust.
If you had looked in her face you would
not have forgotten it. It could not have
been more than fifteen summers. It was
very pale, and its sweet, sad beauty made
yon think of nothing but summer flowers
drenched with summer rains. Her eyes
were of that deep, moist blue that rolls
out from under the edge of April clouds,
and her lips, ripe and full, had that
touch of sorrowfulness about them, which
tells you always the heart beneath is full
of tears. The girl’s hand clasped tightly
the little boy’s by her side. The resem-
blance between them would have told
you at once they were brother and sister,
but his life could not have covered more
than a third of hers. The little fellow’s
eyes were full of tears, and the bright
curls that crept out from his hat were
damp with moisture. A few minutes
later she opened the broad back gate,
and went to the kitchen door. Farmer
Keep’s housekeeper— an old woman with
yellow nightcap, and check apron tied
over her linsey wool skirt — answered her
knock.
“Do you want any help, or do you
know of any round here that does ?” tim-
idly asked the girl
The old lady peered at tier with dim
eyes. “No,” said she. “There ain’t
but four on us— Farmer Keep and the
two hired men, and me. Itfs harvest
time just now, though, and I reckon
you’d find a place in the village.”
“Thank you. Bennie, here, my little
brother, is tired, for we walked from the
depot. Can you let us come in and rest
awhile?” l*
“Sartin you can.”
The sight of the child touched the
heart of the woman, aud they went into
the large kitchen, and sat down in the
flag-bottomed chairs, while, with a glow-
top cheek, the girl cast about in her
mind for the best manner in wliicli to
present her petition for food. Before
she had decided the master of the house
suddenly entered the kitchen, for it was
nearly dinner time. He was a large,
band, that he promised for her sake to
spare his life. Bnt from the day of
Justin’s visit Lucy was a changed
muscular, broad-chested, sun-burned
man, with a hard, gloomy expression on
his face, where fifty years were now be-
ginning to write their history. He stood
still with surprise, gazing on the new
occupants of the kitchen ; and the boy
drew close to his sister, and the girl
threw up a timid, frightened glance into
the gloomy face.
“You don’t know of anybody here that
wants a little help, do ye, farmer ?”
asked the woman. “Here’s a little girl
that wants a place, and as she’s walked
from the depot, I told her she might
come in and rest a bit before she went
up into the village to try her luck!” .
“No,” shortly answered the farmer—
‘.‘Dinner reader?” And the rich man
turned away without one gentle or kind
look for two homeless children whom
God had brought to his door.
“ Lucy, Lucy, don’t stay here. I’m
afraid.”; And the little1 boy ’a lip curled
and quivered as he turned his face from
the farmer’s.
“Lucy, Lucy,” how those little,
trembling tones went down, down, down,
into the man’s hard heart! How the dead
in mr graven,
norr'afc that
_________ _ __ He turn-
ed and looked at the girl ; not sourly, as
before, but with a kind and eager ques-
tioning interest
“ What’syour name ?”
“Lucy Wheeler, sir.”
He staggered back and caught hold of
the newest chair. * ‘ And what was your
mother’s?” “ Lucy Reid. She used to
live at Meadow Brook. So I came here
to get work ; she told me to before she
died.” irjitort . »
At that moment the angels looked
down and saw the seed that had lain for
two-score years in the heart of Justin
Keep, spring up, and the flower blossom
in the wilderness. He strode across the
kitehen to the bewildered girl He
brushed bock her bonnet and turned her
face to the light. He could not be mis-
taken. It was the one framed and hung
in the darkened room of his soul. The
blue eyes of Lucy looked again to his
own. At that moment the little boy
pushed to between them, and gazed wist-
fully in the man’s face. Farmer Keep
sat down and took the child in his arms.
He tried to speak, but, instead, great
sobs came and heaved his strong chest.
The trio in the kitchen gazed at them in
mute astonishment.
“ Lucy’s children, Lucy’s children I”
he murmured at last, in a voice whose
tenderness was like that of a mother.
‘ ‘ God has sent you to me. For her sake
this shall be your home. For her sake
I will bo a father to you.”
Five years after, Cora wrote to me :
“We are having tine times now, dear
Cousin Jennie, and ma sma wants to
know if you do not need to renew
your cheeks among the dews of Meadow
Brook. Uncle Charlie is with us, and if
you were also, our happiness would be
complete.
‘ ‘ Lucy Wheeler — you remember her —
has the place to my heart next to yours.
Her disposition is as lovely as her face,
and that is saying a great deal, for its
sweet beauty does one good to behold it.
Farmer Keep seems to idolize her and
Bennie, He is a charming man now.
He goes to church regularly every Sab-
bath. Ho spares no pains or expense in
Lucy’s education, and she will be an ac-
complished woman. She is here very
often, and I have suspicions that Uncle
Chari je — but no matter, I will not trust
this to you and paper.
“ But now, Jennie, what a lesson has
all this taught me. How has it deep-
ened my faith in God and humanity.
Now when my heart yearns over the
wretched, sinning outcast, I remember
always that there is a flower in the
wilderness.
A Romance of the Signal Service Bureau
I heard a couple of days ago a hither-
to-unpublished romance connected with
the life of r ne of the most prominent
officials of the Signal Service bureau.
He was, my informant states, once en-
gaged to bo married to a lovely, charm-
ing and wealthy girl. The eve of the
wedding had dawned — if an eve can
dawn — and they were occupying the
same rocking-chair and talking as inanely
as only lovers can talk, when the fair
one said : “Albert, duckey, there is one
tiling I wnh you to do when we ore mar-
ried.” “Name it, lovey,” he replied,
making her feel that her corsets were a
mile too large for her. “ That is, petty
to have no rain on Mondays, because,
you know, darling, that Monday is wash-
ing day, and if the things are not washed
and dried then the week’s work is so
fearfully put back. You will, won’t you,
my owny ?” The yomig man’s heart wes
torn, but he replied’: “Maud, dearest,
my duty to my bleeding country demands
imperatively that I shall whoop her up
the precise sort of weather that heaven
will probably send impartially during the
next twenty-f our hours upon the just and
the mijust, without regard to ago, sex or
previous condition of servitude. If an
area of barometric disturbance exists in
the Middle States on Monday, how can I
consistently with my duty declare that
the probabilities favor clear weather with
light winds from the southeast? No,
angel ; ask me anything but that. I
could not love thee, dear, so darn much,
loved I not honor more.” “Then you
do not lovp me,” she sobbed, bursting
into tears. The reader will readily un-
derstand how they progressed to a quar-
rel and parted enemies. She returned
his presents, and is now lecturing on
woman’s rights, and he is a confirmed
misogynist and sits up all Sunday night
at the Signal Service office, with fiendish
glee making out bnlletins for Monday an-
nouncing falling barometers, atmospheric
disturbances, heavy rains, showery
leather, and so on.— Washington Cor.
New York World.
Cape Diamonds.
Since March, 1867, when the first dia-
mond was found at the Gape, it is esti-
mated that diamonds to the value of
twelve million pounds sterling have been
brought away from there. , As stated by
Prof. Tennant, of London, about ten per
cent, of the Gape diamonds may be clas-
sified as of the first quality, fifteen per
cent of the second, and twenty of the
third. The remainder, under the name
of bort, is f employed for cutting dia-
monds and for tne various economic pur-
poses by the lapidary, the engineer for
rock drilling, and so on. Many dia-
monds containing specks and cavities
can bo manipulated by skilled workmen -
acquainted with the cleavage, who are
able to remove these blemishes. Some
two hundred years since the work of
ontting and polishing diamonds was
principally done in England; ainoe then
this has been mostly carried on in Hol-
land, bnt the Englian stonecutters seem
now likely to regain their early reputa-
tion. One stone from South Africa, de-
scribed by Prof, Tennant, weighed in
its original condition 112 carats; it has
been cut into a brilliant weighing sixty-
six carats, and this, it is stated, exceeds
in size and brilliancy any diamond in
the British crown. I^ is valued at ten'
thousand pounds sterling,— Harper.
A newspaper was shocked to find that
a statue of Silence, recently nnveiled in
New York city, is the figure of a woman
—a figure of speech, in other words.
THE TVHIPPISG-POST.
Eleve Thieves Under the lath in Deln-
, ' u .y ware.
[Wilmington (I»«L) Cor. Phflsdelphis 1 imea.]
On Saturday the ponderous iron gates
of theNewCfustle jail, in this State, were
thrown open in the morning, and a mot-
ley gathenng of men, women, and chil-
dren, black and white, crowded in to
witness the degrading punishment of a
lashing upon the bare back that eleven
thieves were to recive in accordance with
sentences of the court. When the gates
were thrown open on Saturdav, the first
sight that met the eye was that of two
white men, Enoch Bash and James Bra-
dey, who had been guilty of breaking
into a store, standing urlhe pillory,w — —  vj a •• *
where they remained one hour each, and
were taken down greatly stiffened from
His offense was assault and battery with
intent to kill. During this time the
owd/haf greatly tfapmad out.- but wtan
ie annotmeemeBt was made that tnfe
“ A Drop of Joy in Every Word/'
Fleminqton, Hunterdon Co., N. J., June 26. 1874.
Dr. R V. Pikbce, Bafftlo, N. V. : Dear Wr-
it is with - happy heart that I pen these lines
inga to the world. These medicines cannot be
too highly praised, for they have almost
brought me out of the grate. Three months
ago I was broken out with large ulcers and
rest oh you and your wonderful medicines
the bumble prayer of . *
‘the of He Tonch-
• Ci,
When a medicine will promptly cure such ter-
cr
th
whipping would begin they gathered
within the yard again. _ Enoch Rash was
first railedthe name  out by the sheriff,
and he came forth, a tall, muscular white
led by a deputy. He was baredman,
to the waist, arid/ apparebtly 'Still suffer-
ing from the effecfe ot lils cbhfii_0 ______________ — - onfinement




ready, and commenced to rain on the
blows, thirty in number, which were
counted by a deputy as they foil. The
quivering flesh reddened at first, and
finally the blood found its way to the
surface, while the prisoner writhed in
his agony, and his face was the very
picture of suffering and despair. He
was taken back to his cell stiff and sore.
James Bradey, who was the accomplice
of Rash in the crime, was also hit thirty
lashes by the sheriff, but bore it with a
great deal more fortitude than the other,
and, notwithstanding the blows fell thick
and fast, not a muscle of his face
changed, and he in no way gave evidence
of the intense pain he must liave suf-
fered. James Darah had stolen a pocket-
book containing $8, and for this he
stood up to the whipping-post in a very
defiant manner to receive twenty lashes,
which were put on with heavy strokes.
Charles Harrison, a negro, for larceny,
received ten lashes without a murmur.
Thomas Hyde was whipped with twenty
lashes for stealing a lot of old clothing.
Isaac Hoyden, a lino specimen of manly
form, had taken a beefsteak and a small
lot of scrappel from a farmer’s wagon,
and for this received twenty lashes with
intense suffering. The prisoner twisted
and almost fell upon his haunches in his
endeavors to escape the blows. His
back was lerribly 6o<(rred, and he went
back to his cell in great agony. Thomas
Davis, for robbery, was given twenty
lashes that bprat, ttyefjtyh, and Samuel
Bush wksyuyon the same number for
participation in tlio theft. William L.
Cooper, a negro, had stolen a buffalo
robe and received twenty lashes, and
David Reed, negro, for larceny, also re-
ceived twenty lashes. In addition to
the whipping each of them has to under-
go a term of imprisonment, pay restitu-
tion money, and wear a convict’s jacket
for six months after their release. The
sight was apparently much enjoyed by
the spectators. Thera was a batch
whipped the Saturday previous, many,
of whom begged piteously for mercy
and begged the sheriff to desist.









-- he so recommend it ; bat what
he does claim is this, that there is bat one form
of blood disease that it will not cure, and that
disease is cancer. He does not recommend
his Discovery for that disease, yet he knows it
• -o-*--'— v. a uo viu(u«u Discovert
is warranted by him to cure the worst forms of
Skin Diseases, as all forms of Blotches, Pim-
ples and Eruptions, also all Glandular Swell-
inga, and the worst form of Scrofulous and
Ulcerated Sores of Neck, Legs or other parts,
and all Scrofulous Diseases of the Bones, an
Whitt Swellings, Fever Boree, Hip Joint and
Spinal Diseases, all of wMch belong to Bcrofu-
loos diseases.
For Scrofula In thi blood. yxosxiMR U an infallible
remedy, and no pereon need Buffer from tumnra, nloero.
_ __ ..it to the taite, mild In ita influ-
Paid Nearly $400.





H. B. STKmrB, Baq. :
T1._ -r_ff.r~^.hen *bout 111 ponthaoldj wm vaccinated,dli " ~~1 ** muxiuiEuiu & wii TICCiniuHl.-la sxrxsi
an extent that I was rolled in bran to prevent roe from
•cratchlng roy pereon. The dlaeaae finally aettled in ray
dlacharglng corruption frorp mjr ear. At this time a
amnll kernel appeared on fnf neck, gradually increuing
In alze until a tumor formed of auch immen»e lire I could
•ee it by turning rajteyea downward. All tbli time I waa
“,b‘o<,d'i,h“t “> “*b-
---------- irij .IK!. Thl. )«ft r2
reducing the aire. At this point I commenced to uae
The Qbeat Family Medicine.— Dr.
Wilhoft’s Anti-P<
Tonic ! Kb ette of m^abl^SdriTha^^et
presented jtself, where this scientific
mcdkilbla* been en^“,'_‘ ,
beer# jfound 'BO obst
prompr tted masterly ____
been so reduced by malarial influences, but
with its use has come up perfectly recon-
structed. No pills or purgative required with
this medicine. 0. ft Fjnla? Co., Proprie-
tors, New Orleins.
Fob bale by all Dudooists.
uub ume ii oecreaaea in aize, until me bunch diar.p-
pt-nrod, but my nock atill beare the ugly acara of the sore
and lance. I am now healthy and strong, and able to
work every day.
I Mil slab mention that I have been an acute sufferer
from Inflammatory rheumatism ever since I can remem-
ber. until commencing the u&e of Vegktink. when al-
most immediately all rheumatic jialna oeased. Thla atate-
- 1000 BOLD LAST BEAfON
1 WITHOUT ONI FAILtTU OR ItTECTlOS r'
AJID TrxxJav-
like
TIMOTHY, WALLET, HTTHGAMAN and
Pimples on the face, rongh skin,
chapped handa, saltrheum and all cutaneons
affections cured, the ifein made soft f end
smooth, by tire use of Juniper Tar Soap. That
made by Caswell, Hazard & Co., New Yoik, is
the only kind that can be relied on, as there
are many imitations, made farm common tar,
which are worthless.
--- — •••••avwui
mont I volunteer for tho pu
as inuob pul
of benehtlngothersuf-
confwa fRTor bf giving l»
Ashland, Maaa
Vegetiae u Sold, ty^^r^gists.
•12 8r?a!s«^srLSEt!S“
Fabmsrs and “ Horse Men ” are con*
tinually inquiring what we know of the utility
of Sheridans Cavalry Condition Powders, and
in reply, we would say, through the columns
of this paper, that we have heard from hun-
dreds who have used them with gratifying re-
sults ; that is also our experience.
That sour-tempered, cross, liver-com-
plaint individual wo passed yesterday, should
take Dr. J. H. McLean’s Strengthening Cordial
and Blood Purifier. It imparts strength, vi-
tality and pure blood. Dr. J. H. McLean’s
office, 314 Chestnut street, St. Louis.
Ip you have any form of ague, no mat-
ter how obstinate, or how much other medi-
cine you have taken to no purpiae, Shallen-
berger’s Pills will cure you. Price one dollar.
The oldest and best newspaper in the
West is the St. Louis Republican, daily end
weekly (Democratic). Send for specimen
copies and campaign rates.
Of Jewish Descent,
Tho Jewish Chronicle accounts for the
interest Dom Pedro takes in Jewish af-
fairs by tho fact that ho is ot Jewish
descent. During the persecutions of
the Jews in the Spanish peninsula in the
middle ages, many Jews left or pre-
tended to leave the religion of their
fathers, and were known as “New Chris-
tians;'’ They became numerous, and
married extensively with families of
noble birth. A certain King of Portugal,
says tho Chronide, becoming alarmed
at the power wielded by individuals of
Jewish descent, issued a decree that
eyery person vrith Jewish blood in his
or her veins should appear at court, die-
tinguished by a white badge, tho King
hoping by this edict to banish all such
persons from his court, as he believed
no one would be willing to acknowledge
his Jewish blood. On the day named
he was surprised to see more than three-
fourths of his court wearing the white
badge, and he was astounded when the
Prime Minister entered, himself wear-
ing, in a conspicuous manner, the same
emblem. He asked him furiously what
his business was. His answer was: “ I
have come to carry out your majesty’s
orders. Here are two white badges (at
the same time producing them); one is
for her royal majesty, your august
spouse—” “And for whom is the
other?” thundered the King. Tho re-
ply was: “ For your royal majesty 1”
What is Vegetine. — It is a compound
extracted from barks, roots and herbs. It is
nature’s remedy.
A man, his wif e, and their our chil-
dren, tried to drown themselves together
in St Louis, but were rescued by a boat-
man. They were destitute, and the
parents, after a deliberate discussion of
the subject, had decided suicide.
Tho oldest of the children, a girl of thir-
teen, had acquiesced in, that determina-
tion, but the younger ones did not seem
to comprehend the importance, of the
event.
At our request Oragin & Co., of Phila-
delphia, Pa., have promised to send any
of our readers gratis (on receipt of fifteen
cento to pay postage) a sample of Dob-
bins’ Electric Soap to try. Send at once.
If Johnson s Anodj/nc Liniment is
half aa valuable as people say it is, no family
abould be without tt. Certainly no person, be
he lawyer, doctor, minister, or of any other
profession, should start on a journey without
it. No sailor, fisherman, or woedsman should
be without it. r In fact, it, is needed wherever
there is an acht, spram, Cat, JorQisb.’Congh ft
celd. 'Ii i iri*
Ur. Sclienclc’* Pulmonic syrup, Sea Weed
Tonic and Mandrake Pills.-Theae medicines
have undoubtedly performed more cures of Consumption
than any other remedy known to the American public.
They are compounded of vegetable ImrredienU.and con-
tain nothing which can be Injurious to the tinman con-
stitution. Other remedies advertised as cures for Con*
sumption probably contain opium, which la a somewhat
dangerous drug In all cases, and If taken freely by con-
sumptive patients, it must do grest Injury ; for ita tend*
enoy is to confine the morbid matter in the system,
which, of course, most make a cure Impossible. Schenck's
Pulmonic Syrup Is warranted not to contain a particle of
opium ; It Is composed of powerful but harmless herbs,
which act on the lungs, liver, etomach and blood, and
thus correct all morbid secretions, and expel all the dis-
eased matter from tho body. These are the onlj means
by which Consumption can be cured, and as Schenck's
Pulmonic Syrup, Sea Weed Tooio and Mandrake Pills
are the only medicines which operate In this way, it is
obvious they are the only genuine cure for Pulmonary
Consumption. Each bottle of this invaluable medicine
|S accompanied by full directions. Dr. Sohenok is pro-
fessionally at his principal office, corner Sixth and Arch
Streets, Philadelphia, every Monday, where all letter*
for advice must be addressed.
SI Tu#A WvmZi Si.tS&fk10
designs), sent postpaid for 26 cento ; 6 packs, fi names, *L
Noothercard-prlnter haa the same. Agents wanted ; out-
fit 10 cU. Oakd-PbU'TKB, Lock-Box D, Ashland, Mast.
ppreMai — . ...... . ......... — .....
Egyptian Oracle, Dreams, II inti to Lmllea, Ac. l,ooo,ooo sold. A
r took, AdlrvM I, WILLU1W A tu, Tub's, TbUadolplil^
aiming/'




MEDICAL ADVICE i,*! ......... . ...... ......
Catarrh, Hupture, Opium Habit, 4c., SENT FREE on receipt
A tojbdi'e Psmphlrt oh Ppocltl
and Chronic Diwaacs, Cancer,
of stamp. Addroeei udroet,
Dr. Uutts’ Dispensary No. 12 N. 8th it, St. Louis, Ma
In the.worid-lmporters
'/orapany in America—
. ------ --------- , — . -Trade continually In-
creasing— Agents wanted everywhere— best inducements
-don't waste time- send for circular to ROB’T WELLS,
4 3 Vssey 8t., N. Y P. 0. Box 1*87.
TEASrs,citp&i;
staple article— pleases everybody— Trade <
mAGENTS! A S5 ARTICLE.
M
Several are wanted In every house. A
purchase leads to a desire for our 813,
$30 or 840 article.
ft ALL OF GREAT UTILITY.
HPhyalcInua, Nurse*. Krlrntiste,7 uud nil Users approve them.
No competition to speak of. Full Infor-
mation on receipt of stamp.
\ WAKEFIELD EARTH CLOSET CO.,




PHILADELPHIA **»«! NEW YORK.— The
Qualities marked with their xiamo &ro contidently recoin*
mended
6
OA Extra Fine MIXED CARDS, with name,

















C A ^ Months- Agante wanted. 36 bestaoll-
5o0u' A d d reee JAY UPON gON.DetrolLMich
REVOLVERS ! ! ESfi&S $3.00
ts&m ------- ~
eM Morfbla* i baUi
P O XJ T Z a S
HORSE AWD CATTLE POWDERS,
cure or prevent Diseaso.
Selected French Barr Mill Stone*
Of nil sir-PH, ah (I superior
wnrkroiuiHltip. I'orlablc
Griiullag 91111m, upper or
under i uuiiiTM, for Farm
or Merehant work,
i Genalne Dnlch An-
ker Boll I n r Clot h , Mill
Pleka. Corn Hliellers iiinl
I Cleauere, Gearing, Bliaftlux,
riillies. Hangers, etc.; nil
kinds of Mill Machinery and






easlljra -------- - ------ , —
AN EXTRA PRICE is usually paid for grain End









lbs &«*y of Dhress^efoeel
hi ml..





IN THE WET GRAIN of 1876* these were suMto-
tklly tho ONLY MACHINES that could ntn with profit
or economy, doing fuat, thorough and perfect work.
when others uttariy failed.
ALL GRAIN, TIME and MONET 'wnitlng complt^i.
tlous. auch as “Endless Aprons," “Raddles." “BeateI»,,•
" Plckcre," etc., aro cKreto dhjW thl
one-half tho nsual Goars, Belts, Boxee.and Journal*!
easier managed • more durublo ; light ruuning ; no cos*>
ly repaint ' tio durt ; no “ litterings " to dean up; not
tronblod by advene winds, rain or storm*.
FARMERS and GRAIN RAISER8 who are posted
In the largo saving made by U will not employ inf*,
rior and wasteful machine*, bat will farid on thl«
Improved Thrpahor doing their work.
FOUR BIZIS made fbr 0. 8, 10 sad It Hone
Power*. Also a specialty ot Beparatohh, designed
and made ExrusUT fob btkan power.
TWO STYLEB OF HORSE POWERS, fill our im.
IF INTERESTED in Threehlng or Grain Raising,
apply to our nearest Dealer, or writ* to ne for Illustre.
JfkMi3 Shepard & Co.,,V - FATTLE GREEK, MIOH.
LOSSINC’S
GXCE1AT
WORK, ROW RRAUYl« una nuw aa L . ,
alBKy>wwhy J b«
Uxhcdla bath KaglUk andGermtut. Caslarre and
profuacly llluatruted. I «l low-priced voltun*. JV?e«ths
Mia joagiua au omi
e s c , jv loc ume. 1
content* of »uy other. HplendidlylUmlrtted account ofsppraach-
-----------
Rcbenrefor A rent*, tend at one* fordticrtp-
Ing Q rand Oeiatentdsll
Pett*rtWiQjl|ter*Gtf-.,




If your child is suffering from worms,
use Dr. Wibhart’s Worm Sugar Drops, ’
an old and reliable remedy, that never
fails in thoroughly exterminating these
pests of childhood. ; Being made in tho
form of Sugar Drops, having neither the
taste nor smell of medicine, no trouble is
experienced in inducing children to take
them. Sold by all Druggist* at 26 eta. a
box, dr sent by mail oq receipt of price,
at tho Principal Depot, 916 Filbert
Street, Philadelphia, Pa.
$2510 $50 TER Oil
"CUi Actually be Hade with the *; ;
“ Well Auger
WE MEAN IT!
And arc prepared to demonitrato th* ffcfffc-
OXTR AUGERS »r* operated entirely t»?
HORSE-POWER, and will bore at the rat* of SO
FEET FEB HOUR. They bore from
3 TO 6 FEET IN DIAMETER
And ANY DEPTH REQUIRED.
rth. Soft Ha
i mi non a Htr
and llanlp
They will bore to
mAll klnda of Earth, nd ami Llaaa-
atone, II Un l e nnc coal,
Hluttt an.
And w* MARE THE BEST OF WELLS In QU1GX._  BAND.
GOOD ACTIVE AGENTS Wanted In every
State and County In tho Unltotl Htotee. good for oar
Uluitrsted Catalogue, t^rma, prloon, &o., prevln®
our advertiecmentu bona fide. Addroci
GREAT WESTERN WELL AGGER CO.,
BLOOMFIELD, 0AVI8 CO., IGVK.
tWState in what paper you aaw thle adverUe«nian$L
i^rtrew MONITOR MANUF’O CO..CInclnn
r'nae*







ASSETS, - - $5,504,329.24.
Incorporated In IH47. Purely Mutual.
The Post and Mail.
UHPnECRDBKVeOLT LOW BATE* ?OR THR Cf.XTKM-
won. for theonxuiM five monlha.aUrwo IK)I.laU8. Sa ‘
aciiitloiH to Im a-uluat *ny time during the RU*Qth,
aAnaP'ky a»h Mail forth*i
«>n y J*rty^toOC(»aalJ*dmt Hie aixe and , __
eiiitfons of THE Post AMD Mail, the price* above given
defy comiMtition. . The usiul xvnminijuon allowed to
Aimnal Cadi Dividend* nvallable to reduce Premium*
tho second year. Pollcie* nun-forfeitable for thulr value.




Tr ^V11. '»n liberal
JR-. 8u|terinUmdeut
of Agencies, Noj JUI W . Tnlrd Ht.. Cincinnati. 0.
RUPTURE
Dr. J, A. SHERMAN respectfully notifies the
afflicted to beware of traveling impostor* who are going
about the country selling Imitation appliance* and pois-
onous mixture as curative ooropoond, fraudulently pre-
tending to furnish bis method, and thus endangering the
lives and causing Irreparable injury to the unfortnnate.
He has no agents, nor haa he ever Instructed *ny one In
bl* bu*ine««. Dr. Sherman i* now In Chicago, where
those Interested msy consult him In penon, and reap the
benefit of bis experience and remedlea. For bis address.
When Dr. Collins began a serins of experiment* for the
IheTnltmo^
restored tun dead to life, ho met with tbnt d«t«*j*Ui<id
opposition and opprobrium that ha* artondnd all refo.ta*--
era In the practice of medicine ; but the linlllant *ucce*lre
of bis Invention has turned his fm.s to friomli, and num-
l*ered hisgrateful adrolrors by thousands. Tim princfole
of hit Invention oonsUrs in tho appllcatlf o' tilectrfc—
”y b'mj’ijuaof Valtalc or GwIvk.,^ ^late*^
carefully Attaclind trtgnther and Imlroilded In a Pnrou*
u « , ?LEtTRIC HATTERY,
held firmly to the skin by tho adbntionof tho Plaster
wh ch In Itotilf posseMe* the most valuahlo medical propT
ertle* to »« derived from the fegetohlu kingdom. Wham
porous plaster-that to, by mere pnamre of the IxanA-
tbe natural warmth and mototureof the skin caua*»tt»
soothing and grateful warmth produced, yut so DenotraX.
Ing ns to stop almost Immediately the most nxenidsSeir
psin, remove soreneii, laineneis, and draw InlUmmnUon,
will st once be discarded. Even Inre a**my uiigvu« u kCk u U* J
EIU, and nervous muscular
Rallying the nervous forces, baa eff
other known remedy has failed.
Ake Sold by all
A aiAU U ^ ^ « - - mmm
Price, 9.T cento. for *lx, |
Mils1 Voltaic Plasters {oBudortTi-.
uri'cur ui UU »j>en u u ui s r ms su o ,
ree Chicago papers. Principal office, 1 Ann Street. New
Yorif. Books, with llVene-ses of eases before and after








The only Rare Cure for Piles.
In order to practically prove
tsrK'KS
•end to any (offerer a sair _ __ ___ ....
charge. i p. NKUStAKIITF/H «
Bole Manufacturer* of Anakesto,. Box Near York.
•25 fortw*lv*L
w^Mted, to-
There ore martyr* to hssdscbs who might b»
eared by using
Tarrantf* Seltzer Aperient.
The stomach, overburdened until IU recuperative power
to wMkened, revenge* itself upoM the poor bead, whM*
Rmukhs Pi ache and torture thisflender. The *aestf
this aperient win carry off naturally, and tSttost tops*-a t*ao r | r : l ir-ji | y* lit vni 1 1 a* •• a a- 1







Si * Tuuday, June 20, 1870.
Common Council met In regular
Present: Mayor Van Landegend, Aid.
Matrau, Crnplty, Breyman, Schmid and
the Clerk. ,
Minutes of the last meeting were read
and stood approved. . i
ACOOUXTS.
The following bills were presented for
payment.*
A. LlePeii Bro’s for repairing engine ....... $46 no
C. A. Dili ioa fur planting treea ............... 86 15
— Keferred to Com, on Claims eld Ac-
coants, with the exception of the bill of
A. Lietleit Brot which was referred to
the CbUa £nAlneBr.rir ̂ T y
BKPORTSOr COMWHtEJtS.
The Cam. on Sjtreeta. Roads and Bridges,
reported that complaint had been made
about i he bad condition of Mill street from
Eighth to Seventh street, it being partly
afloat in consequence of excessive rainfalls,
atu) that it was necesssry to reptir it im-
mediately, in order to make It passible for
teams, which having been done (including
a cheap covering) the cost will not ex-
ceed forty dollars,— Adopted. • / »*;;
REPORTS OF CITT OFFICERS. »* ̂ » J
The Chief Engineer made his annual
report as follows:
To Uio Hon. Mayor and Common Council of the
City of Holland:
Gmt-'LEMEN:— I herewith submit my
yearly report of the Fire Department as
follows, there were three fires during the
year:
Oct. 8, 1875, at Wileona.m-tanrant, no insur-
ance, dam* o. . . gso * >
No?, tt, 1875. at the 4th Ward School Houio
insurance, damage ......... ........ 50 f)
April A, 1876, at Hope College, .’ully Insured.
tomnyy .................. 40 00
Toiatlo’aby Art ........................ $110 00
Total inauranco ....................... 40 00
Total to!.*! oter Insurance .............. $ 70 00
1 would lurther report that we have two
hand euginrj in good working order, two
hose carts in good condition, one hook
and ladder cart, to which I would call
your attention, I would recommend the
purchasing of one hook and ladder cart
its boon as the finances belonging to the
department will permit. We have en-
rolled in the department 82 men of which
Eagle Co. No. 1, has 83, Columbia Co. No.




Chief Eng. Fire Dept.
—Report was ordered published and placed
on file.
The City Marshal reported having re-
ceived the following licenses;
John AHng liquor deJer ......... .. ....... . $5 00
J. W. klnderhout keeping hot-l ........ «... 1 il
P. Zulsmaa “ *• ........... 1 00
J. Haverkate autloueer 1 day ............... 1 uo
John Doe peddler ............................. 1 00
Total ..................................... $ 9 00
Accompanied with receipt of the Treas-
urer for nine dollars for the above amount.
—Adopted.
The City Clerk reported the following
bonds as filed in his office from the sever-
al liquor dealers recording to law: E.
Kruisenga & Son, August Lundblad, Kon-
ing& Storing, Pieter Brown, J. McVicar,
Win. Van Pullen, Foppe Klooster, Wm.
Ten Hager, Michael P. Visscr.— Laid on
the table.
The Clerk also reported oath of office
of W. K. Flletstra as special assessor.
Also a communication from County
Treasurer stating that the following funds
in his hands belonging to the City of Hol-
land subject to the order of the Treasurer.
P Ima y fund ............................. $.109 50
LiUrer/ .............................. 17 18
—Communication ordered placed oc file
and the Treasurer charged with the above
amounts.
The Chief Engineer reported the bill of
F'ur* & Doming of $9.95 which was re-
ferred back to him as correct.— Adopted,
and bill allowed.
The Mayor presented communication
from the Committee on Invitations in re-
gard to the celebrating of the Centennial
Anniversary on the 4th of Ju,y inviting
his Honor the Mayor and the Common
Council to attend in a body.— luvitation
accepted.
The City Attorney reported an Ordin-
ance entitled “An Ordinance relative to
the running at large of cattle.” as per re-
solution authorizing him to draw up such
Oidinance.— Referred to Com. on Ways
and Means. .. i . •
INTRODUCTION OP BILLS.
The Com. on Ways and Means intro-
duced an Ordinance entitled “An Ordinance
relative to the running at large of cuttle,”
said Ordinance to be read a first and
second time by its tittle.
By Aid. Matrau,
F' Utei, That the Council go into a
Committee of the Whole for the purpose
of acting upon the above mentioned Or-
dinance.
GENERAL ORDER OF THE DAY.
The Mayor appointed Aid. Kanters as
Chairman of the Committee of the Whole.
After some time spent as a Committee of
the Whole the Committee arose and
through their Chairman reported as hav-
ing had under consideration the above
named' Ordinance and recommended tiiat
thesame^do pass.— Report adopted and
Ordinance placed on third reading.
THUD READING OP BILLS.
An Ordinance entitled “An Ordinance
relative to running at large of cattle,” was
read a third time and prssed a majority of
all the Aldermen elect concurring theirio.
By S Id. Kanters,
Rnokxl, That when said Ordinance is




Fmlfd, That the several liquor dealers
shall give a bond according to the require-
ments of law, in the sum of One Thousand
Dolian with two safeties each in the sum
of One Inouiiod Dollars.— Carried.
The Common Council next proceeded
to take up the several bonis above men-
tioned all of which were approved,
Council adjourned.
John A. Roost, City Clerk.
ST. PAUL
THE CHICAGO ft NORTH-WESTERN R. R.
Embraces nader one management the Great Trank
Railway Uneio/ the Wllfaud K01TE-WXIT. and
with Its namaroas branches andconnettloni. forms
the shortest and quickest route between Chicago
and all points in Dilnoli, Wisconsin, Northern
MIchiKnn, Minnesota, Iowa, Nebraska, California
aqd the Western.Territories, Its
\ Omaha ard Cauroaifu Lraa
la the shortest and beat route for alfpoTnta’lB
Northwesterr Illinois, Jowa, Dakota, Neb
Is the short line Mr Northern Wisconsin and Min-
nesota, and (or Madison. 8t. Paal, Minneapolis,
Dnlnth and all points la ther great Northwest. . Its
Winona and 8r. Pstbb I^inb
Is the only ronte for Winona* Rochester, Owaton-
na, Mankato, 8t. Petes, New Ulm, and all points
on 81oux City & 8t. Panl Railroad In Southern
and Central Minnesota. Itq^ q , s








Is the only ronte
and all pofma via
Dtrauqui Lori .
Rockford, Freeport,
__ _ _ Its
* Chicaoo and MiurAtncaa Line
Is the old Lake Shore Boats, and Is the only one
Pullman Palaci Cabs
are ran on all through tralaa of this road.
, This la Um oily line raining thene can between
Chicago and St. Panl, Chicago and Milwaukee, or
Chicago and Winona.
At Omaha oar Sleepers
land Sleepers on the Union Pacific Railroad for all
eepers connect with the Over-
points West of the Missouri River.
On the arrival of thr trains from the East or
Booth, the trains of the Chicago ft North-Western
Railway LEAVE CHICAGO as follows:
For Council Blttfi, Omaha and Calltomia, Two
Through Trains daily, with Pullman Palace Draw
ing Room and Sleeping Cars through to Connell
Bluffs.
For 81. Paul and Minnecmolia, Two Through
Trains dtily, with Pullman Palace Can attached
on both trains.
For Often Bay and Lake Superior, Two Trains
dally, with Pullman Palace Cara attached, and run-
ning through to Marquette.
For Milwaukee. Four Through Trains dally* Pull-
man Cara on night trains, Parlor Chair Cars on day
For Sparta and Winona and points on Sioux
City and St. Panl Railroad and for points in Min
nesota, One Through Train dally, with Pullman
Sleepers to Winona.
For Dubuque, via Freeport, Two Through Trains
daily, with Pullman Cara on night trains.
For Dubuque and La Grom, via Clinton, Two
Throngh Trains dally, with Pullman Cara on night
train to McGregor, Iowa,
For Sioux dlyand Yankton and points on Sionx
City ft 8t. Paul Railroad, Two Trafns daily. Pull-
man Can to Missonri Valley Junction.
For Lake Geneva, Four Trains daily.
For Rockford, Sterling, Kenosha, JaneiviUe, and
other points, you can have from two to ten trains
daily.
New York Office, No. 415 Broadway; Boston Of-
fice, No. 5 State Street; Omaha Office, 08 Farnbam
Street; San Francisco Office, 1H Montgomery
Street; Chicago Ticket Offices: 68 Clark Street,
under Sherman House: corner Canal and Madison
Streets: Klnxle Street Depot, corner W. Kinzle and
Canal Streets; Wells Street Depot, corner Wells
and Klnsie Streets.
For rates or Information not attainable from
yonrhome ticket agents, apply to
W. H. STENNETf MARVIN HUGHITT.





Have opened a Salesroom on Eighth street In the
store formerly occnpied by Slootcr ft Higgins,
opposite the City Hotel, whtre the Farmers
of this section of the country are re-
spectfully invited to examine all the
improved machinery lately In-
troduced in Agriculture.
Russell’s combined Reaper
and Mower. Adams & Frencli
Harvester. Empire State Mow-
er. Triumph Keaper. Gale’s
Horse Rakes. The Dodge
Plow, of ‘Kalamazoo. Buck-
eye Grain Drills. Cultiva-
tors, Et., Etc.
Orders for repairs and parts of machines
taken and promptly filled.
Holland, April 20 1870. 10-3m
Mortgage Sale.
Defaul* having been made in the conditions of
payment ot a certain Indenture of Mortgage, bear-
ing date the twenty-ninth day of April in the year
of our Lord one thousand eight hundred and ’sev-
enty four. Made and executed by Henry S&meitand
Emma Sa.nelt his wife of the cl-y of Holland, in the
County of Ottawa, and State of Michigan, parties
of the first part, and Charles Storing and Me'vln A.
Storing, of the same place, parties of the second
part, and recorded In the office of Register of Deeds
In and for the County of Ottawa and State of Mich-
igan, on the twentv-cighth day of May. one thousand
eight hundred and seventy-four, at eight o’clock a.
m. of said dav, In Liber %Z' of Mortgages on page four
hundred and eleven. And whereas there Is claimed
to be dne and unpaid at this date on said Mortgage
the sum of one hundred ud fifty-two dollars and
thirty-eight cenU($15.\38) for principal, and Inter
est. and no sail or proceedings either in law, or
equity, having been commenced to recover the same,
or any part thereof: Bow therefor notice is hereby
given that on Tuesday, the twenty-second day of
A UTiAtf, one thousand eight hundred and seventy-
six, at one o'clock In the afUrnoon of said day, at
the front uoor of the County Coart House, In the
city of Grau'* Haven in aald County of Ottawa and
State of Michigan, that being the place for holding
the Circnit Court for said county, there will be sold
at public anction or veudne to the highest bidder
the premises discribcd In said Mortgage or so much
thereof as mav be neccssanr to satisfy the amount
dne and pavablo on aald Mortgage, with interest
thereon at the rate of ten per cent per annum, and
all the legal costs and charges o' snch foreclosure
and sale, and also an attorney tee of twenty-flvs
dollars, as provided for In said Mortgage, '
imceedlngs should be taken to forcloae th
in case
pro i e lame.
The following i« the deecription of the leads and
premises as appears In said Mortgage, to-wlt: All
that certain parcel of land, which is situated in the
her fonr (4) in block nmabered twenty-nine (29) in
said city according to the map thereof, of rec *rd In
the office of the Register of Deed#, of Ottawa
Connty, as of the Village of Holland.
Dated: Holland May 19th, A. D. m
CH ARLES STORING and MELVIN A. STORING
Mortgagees.
Howand ft McBbidi, Att'ys for Mortgagees,
A BIO thing the *• Bee Hive” cigar atil 8CHOUTKN ft MEKNGS.
BOOKBINDING!
We nndenigned wishes to inform his old friends
and residents of Holland and vicinity that being at
Muskegon, he has made arrange-
ments with Mr. W. Vont. at Holland, at whose
etore, on River street, all Job work for binding can
deleft. I have purchased a ii new and complete line
of tools and stock and will fOrnlah first-class work.




Toj ot Open Buggies,
Light; ft Heavy Wagons.,
SLEIGHS TRUCKS etc.,
O
Also sole Agent for. the
Slitter Ire’s 1T| Co,
v SOUTH BEND, rND.
This wagon is the best wagon In use In this State,
and the only slope-spoked wagon manufac-
tured. It is a better wagon than the Jack-
son WagDn, and I will sell them Jast is
* - cheap, and give a written wenanty
for one year. Wagons of ray





General Blacksmlthing done with neatneu
end dispatch.
Horse Shoeing a Speciality.„ J. PLIEMAN.
Holland. September 1, 1875.
JjX)R a good smoke go to
8CHOUTEN ft MEENG8.
MANUFACTURERS OF AND DEALERS IN
BOOTS, SHOES,
RUBBERS, ETC.
A Very large stock on hand.
8tli Stmt, - - BOIUHI
48-5 ly
F. & A. Steketee,
WHOLESALE AND RETAIL
IDE A LIE IRS,
[Harrington’s Block, Eighth Street.]
JUST RECEIVED









We carry the heaviest etock ol goods in theCity;
Buy In large Quantities, and sell cheap for cash or








Also Live Geese Feathers.
150 BARRELS of SALT.
We deal also extensively In Flour and CountryProduce. P. ft A. STEKETEE.
Holland. Mich., Oct. 28, 1875.
T3 TEX WOBXIM OLAM.-We can furnish yon
employment at which yon can make very largepay,
In your own localities, without being away m>m
home over night. Agents wanted in every town and
county to take auWcrbers for The Centennial
Record, the largest publication in the United States
16 pages, 64 colnmns; Elegantly illustrated; Terms
only $1 per year. The Record Is devoted to what-
ever Is of interest connected with the Centennial
year. The Great Exhibition at Philadelphia Is
fully llluetrated In detail. Everybody wants it.
The whole people feel great Interest in their Coun-
try’s Centennial Birthday, and want to know all
abont it. An elegant patriotic crayon drawing
premium pictare Is presented free to etch sub-
scriber. It Is entitled, “In remembrance of the
One Hnndreth Anniversary of the Independence
of the United Sutee.” Size. 23 by 80 inches. Any
one tan become a successful agent, for but show
the paper and picture and hundreds of subscribers
easily obtained everywhere. There is no bnsi-
i that will pay like this at present. We have
are ______
ness sent. .. „ u..v
many agents who are making as high as $20 per
day and n>warda. Now Is the time: don’t delay.
Remember It costs nothing to give the bnsinen a
. trial. Send for circulars, terms, and sample copy
| of paper, which are sent free to all who apply; do
!}} It to-day. Complete outfit free to those who de-
cide to engage. Farmera and raochanics, and their
son* and daughters make the venr best of agents.
Address, THE CENTENNIAL RECORD,6.17-ly ~ ‘Portland, Maine.
Meat Market,
Jacob Suite.
Since the dissolution of onr co-partnership. I ta
carrying on this bnsiness alone, at the OLD STORE,
whore I can be found at all times, and where I ftill
keep constantly on hand, the choicest of Salt ana
Fresh Msate, and offer them at the lowest prices.
I expect to eee all onr old friends, to come and call
on me, when I will offer them snch bargains as will
Induce them to purchase their daily rations will
me.
1 will sell cheaper than any
one In this City.




A 8 Acre Fruit Farm containing some 800 bearing
grape vines, 100 Currant bashes; Strawberries;LrciMte Appri-
No money required down inquire or
J. VAN LANDEGEND,
Holland, April 19*
• ,*• AAAI i UVA* 1 \AI
591 (Broadway f JTew York* ;
Gpp. Metropolitan Hotel.
Manufacturer*, Importer* and Dentin \n
CHR0M08 ft FRAMES,
Stereoscopes /ft Views,





We fre the Headqttartora for every thing in the
Stereopticons and Mag-
ic Lanterns,






SCHOOL LANTERN. FAMILY LANTERN
PEOPLE'S LANTERN.
Each style belngthe best of its class In the market.
Catalogues of Lantern and Slides with directions
for a sing sent on application.
Aay Xatsrprlilag au ou mska aoaiy with a Ragio
Uatira.




In re-building our new shop we have pur-
chased entire new Machinery,
Of the Most Approved Patterns;




WE HAVE A STEAM
-DR/Y KILIT *
AND THE Dll TING OF LUMBER
WE SHALL MAKE A
SPECIALITY.
DOORS, SASH .VXD BLINDS,
Or anything In onr line, manufactured on short
notise.
H. W. YERBEEK & Co.
^ _ _ • 44 3 .
MOOD i HOW LCSTJQW EESIO&ED !
jMmTSMm - PBbllshed. a new edition of
Dr. Culverwill’i Celebrated Essay on
the radical cure (without medicine)
of Spermatorrma or Seminal Weak
ness, Involuntary Seminal Losses, Impotency
Mental and Physical Incapacity, Impediments t<
Marriage, etc.; also. Consumption, Epilepsy ant
fits, induced by self-indulgence or sexual extra
vagance, &c.
13T Price, In a sealed envelope, only six cents
The celebrated author, in this admirable Esw
clearly demonstrates, from a thirty years’ success
ful practice, that the alarming consequences o
self-abuse may be radically cured without the dan
gcronsnseof internal medicine or the appllcatloi
of the knife; pointing out a mode of cure at one*
simple, certain, and effectual, by means of whicl
every sufferer, no matter what his condition ma
be, may cure himself cheaply, privately, and radl
colly.
tSF” This Lecture should be in the hands o
every youth and every man In the land.
Sent nnder seal. In a plain envelope, to any ad
dress, post-paid, on receipt of six cents or twi
,post stamps.
Address the Publishers,
F. Brugman Sc Son.
41 Abb 8t.p Hew Tort; Post Office Box. 4586.
DR. SCHOUTEFS
MDILIOTS m EXPECTORANT PILL?,- o -
Haven specific Influence upon the Liver ar.«
Bowels, and stimulate these organs into such vie
orons action that the impediments are removea.
Favorably known by operating mildly.
They prevent all irregularities originating from






Holland, Mich., Feb. 25, 1875. 2-tf
1876. 1876.
EXCURSIONS ! !
I am again prepared to run excursions from here tov the month of
Black Lake,
This aummer I will take small parties down in the
morning and back at night for THREE DOL-
LARS. Larger parties, FIVE DOLLARS
Having fitted ont a large barge, which
will carry from SODto 400 persons,
Sunday-School & Church
Pic-nics
For Fifteen dollars Instead of Twenty dollars as
heretofore. Thanking all my former patrons, I
solicit their favors again this season, as the price la
very low.„ FRANK R. BROWER, Captain.
Holland, Mich., Jane % m
DiMolntion Notice.
VTOTICE Is hereby given that theco-partner-ehlp
AN heretofore existing and known aa the firm of
John Rooet ft Son la dissolved by mutual consent.
All claims Dus raid firm, end all claime against
said firm are to be settled with John Roost.
SiSS.
Holland, Mich., Jane 1st, 1878.
Persons owing said firm will plsase srttle their









Our facilities for Job Print-
ing are unequaled in this city,




















All kinds of Color and Or-
namental printing. Call and
examine specimens and prises.
